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Abstract

Northern regions of Canada are of special interest for renewable energy investment due to

the high cost of traditional energy generation in remote communities (Das & Canizares

2016b). However, climate variability and change have a substantial impact on renewable

energy yield and system vulnerability (e.g., Ravestein et al. 2018; van der Wiel et al. 2019),

and the North will experience more dramatic impacts due to climate change compared with

other parts of Canada (Serreze 2015). Using the Canadian Regional Climate Model Version

4 (CanRCM4) large ensemble driven by Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5, current

and future wind and solar energy potential, variability and covariability in northern Canada

were assessed. Eight focal communities were additionally selected for in-depth analysis based

on the work of Das & Canizares (2016b). Robust increases in annual average wind power

potential (WPP) are projected across the northernmost part of the study area by 2070-2099

(up to 30%), with changes most pronounced in cold seasons. Decreases inWPP are projected

for southern areas. Solar power potential (SPP) is projected to decrease across the study

area, with robust changes emerging by as early as 2010-2039. For the focal communities,

WPP stability (as measured through inter- and intra-annual variability) is projected to

increase, while SPP stability is projected to decrease. The changes in WPP variability are

associated with a dampening of the seasonal cycle ofWPP in the north. Monthly meanWPP

and SPP are negatively correlated, with approximately oppositely-phased seasonal cycles.

Combined wind/solar installations therefore show reduced sub-annual variability, stabilizing

power supplies relative to installations of solely wind or solar power.

Drivers of change in WPP and SPP are complex, but changes in sea ice across the

21st century will play an important role for both WPP and SPP. Over the northern ocean
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regions, the influence of sea ice loss on roughness length is found to be more important than

impacts on surface layer stability. Changes in storm winds also play a role, but impacts

due to synoptic storm activity are di�cult to distinguish from shifts in the wind speed

distribution. Decreases in SPP can be attributed to projected reductions in downwelling

shortwave radiation, which in turn are closely associated with changes in cloud characteristics

(e.g., optical depth), as measured through CanRCM4 column liquid/ice water content. Clear-

sky changes in shortwave radiation were not directly assessed, but are potentially impacted

by robust increases in column water vapour.

Overall, northern regions of Canada and the focal communities show high potential for

renewable energy generation across the 21st century. Projected increases in wind power re-

sources and wind power stability in the focal communities could enhance the cost-savings and

emissions reductions predicted based on current climate assessments (e.g., Das & Canizares

2016b). With ever improving technologies and declining costs, the viability of renewable

power in the north is likely to become even more certain in years to come.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Across the globe, interest in renewable energy is growing in response to environmental and

economic pressures, with wind and solar energy receiving particular emphasis. Northern

regions of Canada are of special interest for renewable energy investment; remote northern

communities are disconnected from larger energy grids, and traditional methods for local

power generation (such as diesel generators) are costly (Das & Canizares 2016b). To date,

however, renewable power in these regions has remained largely unexploited (Natural Re-

sources Canada 2021). Harsh conditions can make it di�cult and costly to install, operate,

and maintain equipment. In addition, the natural variability in wind speed and solar irra-

diance make integrating renewable power reliably both challenging and expensive (Natural

Resources Canada 2021).

With recent advancements in solar and wind energy technology, investment in renewables

in the Canadian north has seen growing interest. A 2016 study commissioned by the World

Wildlife Fund (WWF) found high potential for implementation of renewable wind energy

in Nunavut communities (Das & Canizares 2016a,b). The study assessed potential cost-

savings, renewable energy penetration, and CO2 emissions reductions. As typically done

when performing renewable energy site assessments, Das & Canizares (2016a) used historical

climate means to assess feasibility of implementation. However, as wind and solar energy

generation are directly tied to weather conditions, climate variability and change will have

a substantial impact on energy yield and system vulnerability (e.g., Ravestein et al. 2018;

van der Wiel et al. 2019). Future climate uncertainty results from both anthropogenic

climate change and the natural internal variability of the climate. Canada’s far north will

experience more dramatic impacts due to climate change compared to other parts of Canada

(Serreze 2015). However, relatively little emphasis has been placed on the e↵ects of climate

change on wind and solar energy potential in Canada. Understanding the natural climate-

driven internal variability of wind and solar power will help assess the stability of renewable

resources and the feasibility of current or future installations.
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Global and regional climate models can be used to assess variability and change in wind

speed and solar irradiance, and their associated impacts on renewable energy resources (e.g.,

Gernaat et al. 2021; Jerez et al. 2015b; Wild et al. 2015a). Regional climate models (RCMs)

have advantages over global models in their ability to resolve finer-scale spatial features and

related influences on atmospheric processes (see Flato et al. 2014 and references therein).

The Canadian Regional Climate Model Version 4 (CanRCM4), developed by the Canadian

Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, has been used to produce a large ensemble (LE)

driven by Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 forcings (Scinocca et al. 2016), an

extreme climate change scenario. Unlike many RCMs, CanRCM4 includes transient aerosol

forcings (Scinocca et al. 2016), a critical component for assessing changes in solar irradiance

and related features over time.

The present work assesses current and future wind and solar energy potential in Canada’s

north using the CanRCM4-LE. Emphasis will be placed on the select communities identified

in the WWF report. Mean energy potential and intra- and inter-annual variability from

1970 to 2100 will be evaluated, followed by an analysis of the covariability of wind and solar

power. Finally, potential contributors to change in energy potential and variability will be

assessed.

Chapter 2 presents a literature review describing historical and projected wind and solar

power resources, sources of uncertainty in climate modelling, and CanRCM4. Chapter 3

describes the study area and methods for modelling and analyzing wind and solar energy

potential. In Chapter 4, current and future wind and solar energy potential, variability,

and covariability are presented and discussed. This is followed by an analysis of potential

contributors to change. Conclusions are summarized in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Historical and projected near-surface wind speeds
and wind energy potential

See Table A.1 in Appendix A for a summary of previous research on 21st century near-surface

wind speeds and wind power potential.

During the period from about 1980 to 2010, decreases or “stilling” of near-surface (10

m) wind speeds (SWS) were reported globally and in Canada from both station-based ob-

servations (e.g., McVicar et al. 2012; Tuller 2004; Wan et al. 2010) and reanalysis datasets

(e.g., Deng et al. 2021; Hundecha et al. 2008). However, more recent assessments of global

station observations have found a reversal of this trend since about 2010 (e.g., Deng et al.

2021; Zeng et al. 2019). A notable exception to the period of terrestrial stilling may be

high-latitude regions (e.g., Leung et al. 2020; Lynch et al. 2004; McVicar et al. 2012; Pinard

2007), although trends are variable based on the data source and study.

Observation-based studies in northern Canada largely reported increases in SWS in recent

decades, while other parts of the country largely followed global stilling trends. An analysis

of the wind climate of three sites in the Whitehorse area revealed increases of 1 m/s from

1956 to 2005 (Pinard 2007), while a case study in Barrow, Alaska from 1920 to the early

2000s showed significant1 increases in winter and spring mean wind speeds (Lynch et al.

2004). Leung et al. (2020) compared wind speeds for the periods 1971-1990 and 1991-2010

for six communities around Hudson Bay, and found decreasing trends in annual wind speeds

for the three inland communities (including Baker Lake), while significant increases in daily

average SWS were observed for the three coastal communities. Using station data, Vautard

et al. (2010) concluded that SWS over continental areas in the northern mid-latitudes de-

1Use of the term ‘significant’ when referring to the work of others denotes significance by their definition,
which may be formal hypothesis testing or use of a signal-to-noise ratio.
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creased by 5-15% from 1979-2009. However, over the Canadian prairies and some northern

regions SWS was shown to be increasing (Vautard et al. 2010). Assessment of homogenized

Canadian station data from 1953 to 2006 identified significant increases in wind speeds in

the central Canadian Arctic in all seasons, with significant decreases throughout most of

southern Canada (except the Maritimes) and western Canada (Wan et al. 2010). These

results agree with Tuller (2004), who found decreases in annual mean SWS at three of four

West Coast weather stations in the latter half of the 20th century, with the exception hy-

pothesized to be due to changes in surface roughness. In a global review of continental

SWS changes from studies using observational datasets, McVicar et al. (2012) concluded

decreasing trends were globally predominant until about 2010, including most of Canada,

but excluding high-latitudes in both hemispheres and notably Nunavut in Canada (McVicar

et al. 2012).

While there remains much uncertainty in the ability of reanalyses to reproduce SWS (e.g.,

Pryor et al. 2009; Torralba et al. 2017; Vautard et al. 2010), Deng et al. (2021) concluded

they generally reproduce global terrestrial stilling and the reversal around 2010, although of

a much smaller magnitude than observations. Trends in SWS from 1980-2010 in Canada’s

far north varied in sign among reanalyses, but were generally decreasing, except in the Arctic

Archipelago at >70°N (Deng et al. 2021). Using the North American Regional Reanalysis

(NARR) in the greater Gulf of St Lawrence/ eastern Canada region, Hundecha et al. (2008)

detected significant increases in annual maximum wind speeds in the southern Maritimes in

the period of 1979-2004, with significant decreases in Northern Quebec/Labrador interior.

However, overall little widespread significant change was detected (only 7% of grid cells).

Reported trends in SWS are of concern for renewable resources, as wind power density

(WPD) is largely controlled by surface wind speeds. Globally averaged, Zeng et al. (2019)

estimated the change in wind speed from 2010 to 2017 would correspond to a 17% increase

in wind power potential, while if the stilling trend of 1980 to 2010 continued at pace until

the end of the century, it would result in an about 50% decrease in wind power potential.

Projection of wind energy resources from Earth System Models (ESMs) under climate change

remains unclear, as ESM skill in reproducing SWS trends remains poor and inter-model

uncertainties high (Chen 2020; Cheng et al. 2014; Tian et al. 2019). However, projections

of SWS for northern Canada are largely increasing, while southern regions of Canada are

generally projected to experience decreases or little change.

While most studies agree on projected increases in SWS and WPD for northern Canada

and Arctic regions, the spatial pattern and magnitude of this projected change is inconsistent

among models. Using a Regional Climate Model (RCM) driven by CanESM2 and MPI-

ESM, Jeong & Sushama (2019) project increases in wind speeds in northern Canada by

2071-2100 for both driving ESMs under RCP4.5 and 8.5, particularly for regions between
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the Beaufort Sea and northern Quebec, including Hudson Bay. Decreases in summer (JJA)

mean wind speeds are projected for most of North America, excluding northern Canada

(Jeong & Sushama 2019). This pattern was also largely found by Jung & Schindler (2019)

in their assessment of 12 CMIP5 ESMs under RCP8.5, projecting increases in mean wind

speed for Hudson Bay and the northern part of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, with some

decreases in Eastern Canada, Ba�n Island and southern Alberta and British Columbia by

the end of the century. Using the CESM-LE, Mioduszewski et al. (2018) also projected

significant decreases over most land areas of Canada, with increases projected for northern

marine and coastal areas, especially those adjacent to Hudson Bay and parts of Nunavut.

These spatial patterns of change are somewhat di↵erent than those found by McInnes et al.

(2011) using CMIP3 models, who projected increases in mean and extreme (99th percentile)

annual and DJF wind speeds in a northwest-to-southeast band across central and northern

Canada, excluding the high Arctic region projected to see increases (Jeong & Sushama

2019; Mioduszewski et al. 2018). Non-significant changes were projected elsewhere in the

study area. In a western Canada assessment using the Canadian Regional Climate Model

(CRCM) driven by two ESMs, Daines et al. (2016) also largely projected modest decreases

or no change in SWS and WPD by 2031-2060 compared to 1971-2000 for the ECHAM5-

driven model, but projected modest increases with the CGCM-driven model. Redilla et al.

(2019) used bias-adjusted RCM output driven by two climate models to assess changes in

Alaskan wind climatology over the 21st century in a station-based analysis. They also found

more widespread, significant wind speed changes for one driving ESM than the other, but

both showed similar trends and seasonality in projected changes: increases in cold season

wind speeds, and decreases in warm season wind speeds, with increases more common in

northwestern and coastal locations, and decreases more common in southern and inland

locations (Redilla et al. 2019). Yao et al. (2012) assessed climate change impacts on wind

and related power potential in Ontario using the PRECIS regional climate model. Under

the A2 scenario, they projected mean wind speed decreases in southern Ontario of up to 5%

by 2071-2100 compared to 1961-1990, and increases of > 5% for coastal areas o↵ James and

Hudson Bay.

Inter-model uncertainty in wind power projections are also high, with projections of change

varying considerably. Using a 12-model ensemble from NA-CORDEX, Chen (2020) assessed

projected change in SWS and wind energy for North America, but excluded much of northern

Canada. Historical SWS and projected changes varied widely between RCMs, in magnitude,

sign and spatial pattern, but the multi-model ensemble (MME) mean was reasonably similar

to the MERRA-2 reanalysis (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2 for a comparison of historical SWS and

projected change by RCM). Under RCP8.5, the MME mean predicts SWS change between

-10% and 10% from 1971-2000 to 2071-2100, and wind power density changes of between
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-20% and 20%, with decreases over the East Coast, western Canada and the USA, and

increases over northern Ontario, Quebec, and Labrador (Chen 2020). The MME indicates

that these northern increases are driven by DJF, MAM, and SON increases and o↵set by

JJA decreases, although only DJF and JJA see high agreement between models in this

region (Chen 2020). Karnauskas et al. (2018) investigated global wind power resources using

a 10-model ensemble from CMIP5. Under RCP8.5, annual mean wind power by the end

of the century is projected to decrease for the central USA and Eastern Canada. Most of

mainland Canada, however, is projected to experience non-robust changes to annual mean

power; increases are projected only for parts of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, with

the exception of Ba�n Island (Karnauskas et al. 2018). Similarly, Gernaat et al. (2021)

assessed changes in renewable energy technical potential from 1970-2000 to 2070-2100 under

RCP6.0 using 4 ESMs from ISIMIP2b2, finding non-significant decreases in SWS, from 0-

5% for much of Canada, with increases only in the northern parts of the Canadian Arctic

Archipelago (again excluding Ba�n Island) and the Arctic Ocean. This change corresponds

to non-significant projected decreases of about 0-10% in wind power potential, with greatest

decreases projected for Nunavut, Northern Quebec, and Labrador (Gernaat et al. 2021).

Averaged across the country, Gernaat et al. (2021) found Canadian wind energy potential

is projected to decrease significantly. Using 7 models from CMIP6, Qian & Zhang (2021)

assessed wind power and climate change in Canada’s Northwest Passage, which encompasses

part of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. They project wind energy density will increase in

the region North of 72�N, but largely decrease in the region south of the Northwest Passage,

with impacts as great as 30% under RCP8.5 by the end of the century relative to 1980-2014.

These northern increases are largely due to autumn and winter increases, while spring and

summer declines drive projected decreases south of the Northwest Passage (Qian & Zhang

2021).

The drivers of the observed and projected global wind speed trends, including the re-

cent stilling and reversal, remain uncertain. Potential explanations include changes in sur-

face roughness (Vautard et al. 2010), changes in boundary layer stability due to increased

atmospheric aerosols (Bichet et al. 2012), changes in large scale circulation patterns (Tor-

ralba et al. 2017; Vautard et al. 2010), shifting storm tracks (Yan et al. 2006), and decadal

ocean–atmosphere oscillations (Zeng et al. 2019). Whatever the cause, the impact of climate

variability and change on wind power is an area of ongoing interest, which has been assessed

extensively for Europe (e.g., Hueging et al. 2013; Pryor et al. 2005; Ravestein et al. 2018;

Tobin et al. 2015), the USA (e.g., Johnson & Erhardt 2016; Pryor & Barthelmie 2011, 2013),

and elsewhere (see Solaun & Cerdá (2019) and references therein).

2Technical potential accounts for land-use and system performance constraints. ISIMIP2b includes land-
use change related to agricultural management (Frieler et al. 2017).
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Figure 2.1: Annual mean 1980–2005 SWS (m/s) from 12 NA-CORDEX models (a-l), their
MME mean (m) and median (n), and two reanalysis datasets (o-p). Note the maps exclude
all but the southernmost portions of the study area for the present work; the figure is
intended only to illustrate the influence of model on wind climatology. Figure taken from
Chen (2020).

Figure 2.2: Percent change in annual SWS from 1971–2000 to 2071–2100 (RCP8.5 - histor-
ical) for 12 NA-CORDEX models (a-l) and their MME mean (m). For individual models,
stippling indicates statistically significant changes (p<0.05); for the MME mean, stippling
indicates that at least 75% of models agree on the sign of a change greater than 0.1 m/s. Note
the maps exclude all but the southernmost portions of the study area for the present work;
the figure is intended only to illustrate the influence of model on change in wind climatology
by the end of the 21st century. Figure taken from Chen (2020).
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2.2 Historical and projected solar irradiance and solar
energy potential

See Table A.2 in Appendix A for a summary of previous research on 21st century surface

solar irradiance and solar power potential.

Similar to SWS and wind power, solar irradiance and related solar photovoltaic (PV)

power experience decadal variations. Across much of the globe, historical records indicate

a “dimming” period of decreasing downwelling shortwave radiation (DSR) from the 1950s

until the late 1980s, followed by a “brightening” period lasting until about 2000 (e.g., Dutton

et al. 2006; Stanhill 1995; Stanhill & Cohen 2001; Wild 2009; Wild et al. 2005). Observed

changes a↵ect both all-sky and clear-sky (cloudless) radiation (Wild 2009). In the following

discussion, DSR refers to all-sky downwelling shortwave radiation unless otherwise specified.

In their comprehensive review, Stanhill & Cohen (2001) concluded that worldwide DSR

decreased by 2.7% per decade between the 1950s and 1990s. A study using seven sites in the

Canadian prairies revealed a significant average decrease of 1.7% per decade from 1958 to

2005, with dimming trends found in all seasons (Cutforth & Judiesch 2007). This trend was

also found in Arctic locations, where significant decreases averaging 3.6 W/m2 per decade

were found from 1950 to 1993 (Stanhill 1995). In the late 1980s, dimming trends ceased.

Wild et al. (2008) estimated a worldwide brightening trend over land of 2.0 W/m2 per decade

from 1986 to 2000. Since 2000, however, trends are less clear, with some regions experiencing

continued brightening while others see reversed trends (e.g., Augustine & Hodges 2021; Wild

2016). Augustine & Hodges (2021), for example, assessed SURFRAD Network data from

1996 to 2019 for the USA, and found a brightening trend from 1996 to 2012, and a dimming

trend thereafter until 2019.

Historical changes in DSR have largely been attributed to atmospheric aerosols and cloud

cover (see Wild (2009) and references therein). Observed decreases under both all-sky and

clear-sky conditions indicate that aerosols, including from anthropogenic emissions, have

impacted worldwide solar radiation (e.g., Wild et al. 2005). Indeed, the global dimming and

partial recovery since the 1980s tracks clean-air policy and regulation in many industrialized

nations (Wild et al. 2015a). Using 9 ESMs from IPCC AR4, Romanou et al. (2007) found

a global dimming of about 1-4 W/m2 for all models over the 20th century, which generally

agreed with observed changes, and attribute much of the dimming trend to direct and indirect

aerosol e↵ects. On decadal timescales, however, much of the DSR variability was attributed

to cloud cover changes linked to atmosphere-ocean oscillations (Romanou et al. 2007). The

impact of radiatively active gases (H2O, N2O, CH4, etc.) on historical trends in DSR is

less important, estimated to be about an order of magnitude less than the observed change

(Kvalev̊ag & Myhre 2007; Wild 2009). The potential contribution of external solar forcing
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– the change in incoming extra-terrestrial radiation due to solar cycles or Earth’s orbital

parameters – is also at least 10 times less than the observed trend (Wild 2009).

Studies of worldwide DSR or PV power potential under climate change generally project

decreases across the 21st century, including for Canada. Using 18 models under the SRES

A2 emissions scenario, Remund & Müller (2010) projected small decreases in DSR over

most of the globe by 2080-99 relative to 1961-90, with some regions of brightening (e.g.,

Mediterranean). Huber et al. (2016) used model output from the E39C-A and ECHAM5-

HAM models to assess changes in DSR under SRES A1B, calculating surface irradiance from

radiative transfer relationships rather than using direct model output. Comparing means for

only 5-year periods, 1995-99 to 2035-39, they project decreases in northern Canada averaging

almost 5 W/m2 (about 2%), coinciding with increasing cloud cover over most of the region,

as well as increases (decreases) in aerosol optical depth over northern (southern) Canada.

Haywood et al. (2011) used the HadGEM2-ES model to investigate contributors to global

dimming and brightening over the 21st century under RCP8.5. They project large decreases

in cloud-free DSR, with a global average decrease of approximately 5.7 W/m2 from 2000 to

2090. They attribute this largely to increases in atmospheric water vapour, which is partially

o↵set by decreases in aerosols. Projected trends in all-sky DSR over most areas are minimal,

as decreases in cloud cover o↵set the cloud-free DSR dimming (Haywood et al. 2011). Wild

et al. (2015a) also project dimming in most parts of the globe using 39 CMIP5 models under

RCP8.5 until 2050. The multi-model median projects significant increases in cloud cover

over polar areas and some parts of northern Canada, associated with significant decreasing

trends in all-sky radiation. Projected clear-sky radiation changes are much smaller, close to

zero or slightly negative across the globe (Wild et al. 2015a).

Consistent with future projections of DSR, studies focusing on PV potential also project

decreases across the 21st century. Wild et al. (2015a) found significant negative trends

in estimated PV power output in northern Canada, with little or no change in southern

Canada. Similarly, Zou et al. (2019) projected potential PV power on a worldwide scale

would decrease by 0.67 kWh/m2 per year during 2006 to 2100 using 36 CMIP5 models.

Stronger decreasing trends were found in high latitudes, including most of northern Canada,

coinciding with increases in cloud cover in these regions (Zou et al. 2019). Using HadGEM1

and HadCM3 from CMIP3 under SRES A1B, Crook et al. (2011) projected decreases of

about 10% in PV output in high latitude regions, including northern Canada, from 2010

to 2080. Feron et al. (2021) also assessed global PV power potential under climate change

using 7 CMIP5 models. The MME projects mean decreases of about 5% in PV potential

in northern Canada by 2036-2065 under RCP4.5 (compared to 1961–1990), which largely

coincides with an increase in cloud fraction and a decrease in aerosol optical depth in this

region (Feron et al. 2021). Gernaat et al. (2021) assessed climate change impacts on the
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technical potential of three di↵erent types of solar power: utility-scale and rooftop PV, and

concentrated solar power (CSP) under RCP6.0 using four ISIMIP2b models. Significant

decreases in solar irradiance are projected for Arctic Canada (mainly the Canadian Arctic

Archipelago) by 2071-2100 relative to 1971-2000, with moderate increases in southern regions

of Canada (Gernaat et al. 2021). This corresponds to significant decreases in PV and CSP

technical potential in these northern regions, and non-significant changes elsewhere.

The above studies reveal worldwide dimming is generally projected across the 21st century,

associated with decreasing PV power potential. However, a recent study by Chen (2021)

revealed di↵erences in the projections of solar irradiance made by many RCMs versus ESMs.

Using 14 CMIP5 ESMs, significant increases in DSR were projected over the southeast

USA/southeastern Canada (Chen 2021). In contrast, for NA-CORDEX RCMs significant

decreases in DSR were projected over most of the USA. These di↵erences were concluded to

be due to di↵erences in cloud behaviour as well as the inclusion of transient aerosol forcings

in CMIP5 ESMs, but not the selected RCMs (Chen 2021). In a similar comparative study

over Europe, Bartók et al. (2017) also found opposing signals in DSR trends in RCMs versus

ESMs, and cited di↵erences in cloud behaviour as the cause (with cloud cover decreases [no

change] projected for ESMs [RCMs]). As time-invariant aerosols were used by RCMs in

Bartók et al. (2017), decreases in projected DSR were attributed to increasing atmospheric

water vapour. While regional climate models may have an advantage over ESMs in their

ability to resolve finer-scale features, di↵erent parameterization schemes or treatment of

aerosols may lead to new biases (see Bartók et al. 2017 and references therein). The following

work is novel in its use of a regional climate model (CanRCM4) to investigate projected DSR

and PV potential over Canada. Unlike many RCMs, CanRCM4 includes transient aerosol

forcings, and is driven on its lateral boundaries by prognostic variables from its parent ESM

(CanESM2; Scinocca et al. 2016).

2.3 Sources of uncertainty

There are three main sources of uncertainty in climate modelling: model, scenario, and

internal climate variability (Collins et al. 2013). Model uncertainty refers to the inherent

limitations of climate models and their inability to fully reproduce the climate system be-

cause of limited computational resources and imperfect process representation (Collins et al.

2013; Mankin et al. 2020). Scenario uncertainty refers to the unknowns as to future emis-

sions trajectories and other climate forcings. The third source, internal climate variability,

refers to variations inherent to the naturally chaotic atmospheric system; the variability that

would exist even if all external influences are held constant (Hu et al. 2012). Internal vari-

ability plays a larger role at smaller time and spatial resolutions (Hawkins & Sutton 2009).
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Hawkins & Sutton (2009) found that internal variability and model spread were the greatest

contributors to uncertainty in short-term projections, while model and scenario uncertainty

dominated for long-term projections. Scenario uncertainty is typically dealt with by con-

sidering multiple emissions scenarios (Collins et al. 2013). As discussed in Section 2.4, the

present study uses only one scenario, RCP8.5, to quantify projected impacts on wind and

solar resources in a ‘worst-case’ scenario. In other words, it can be seen as an upper bound

of climate change impacts on renewable energy potential. Chen (2020) assessed wind speed

and wind energy change over the contiguous USA using NA-CORDEX and found that near-

and long-term changes projected by RCP4.5 were similar to those projected in the near-term

for RCP8.5. Overall, greatest change was projected in the RCP8.5 long-term scenario (Chen

2020).

Multimodel ensembles (MME) are often used address model uncertainty (Collins et al.

2013; Eyring et al. 2016). However, MME can confuse uncertainty due to internal variability

with that resulting from model structure. Within a MME, single realizations from di↵erent

models may show opposite signals in their climate projections due to natural variability

alone, and not because of structural di↵erences in the models (Deser et al. 2012a). Large

ensembles of single climate models have advantages in their ability to (1) identify the full

range of potential outcomes consistent with a selected emissions scenario; (2) better quantify

the irreducible uncertainty due to internal variability (Mankin et al. 2020); and (3) identify

robust signals in climate projections (Deser et al. 2012b). This study uses the single-model

CanRCM4 large ensemble to assess change to wind and solar energy potential. While the

use of the CanRCM4 large ensemble will not address potential biases associated with model

uncertainty, it will preclude conflating model uncertainty with uncertainty due to internal

variability (Mankin et al. 2020), and allow us to address our central research questions:

robust identification of climate change signals and quantification of internal variability. Large

single-model ensembles have been used previously to assess forced and internal variability

in wind and/or solar power potential in Europe (e.g., Hueging et al. 2013; Ravestein et al.

2018).

2.4 Canadian Regional Climate Model Version 4

This study uses model output from the Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analy-

sis’ (CCCma, part of Environment and Climate Change Canada [ECCC]) Regional Climate

Model Version 4 (CanRCM4) large ensemble. Simulations in this 50-member initial condition

large ensemble have the same forcings, varying only in initial conditions of the atmosphere or

ocean. CanRCM4 has been used in other studies to assess projected change in climate vari-

ables, extremes, and compound events (e.g., precipitation (Diaconescu et al. 2016), driving
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rain wind pressure (Jeong et al. 2020), temperature (Whan et al. 2016), freezing precipitation

(Jeong et al. 2019), and rain-on-snow events (Jeong & Sushama 2018)).

The CanRCM4 simulations use a 0.44° grid (approximately 50 km by 50 km) that en-

compasses North America and adjacent ocean areas, corresponding to the North American

domain defined by the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX)

project. CanRCM4 has the same dynamical core as ECCC’s Global Environmental Mul-

tiscale model (Côté et al. 1998), but employs the physical parameterizations of CCCma’s

fourth-generation Canadian atmospheric global climate model (CanAM4, von Salzen et al.

2013), also used by CanESM2. CanRCM4 boundary layer physics are described in Abdella

& McFarlane (1997). The Canadian Land Surface Scheme version 2.7 (Verseghy 2000) inte-

grates land surface processes, including energy and moisture fluxes. CanRCM4 is driven by

CanESM2 at its boundaries by all prognostic variables (including aerosols) using historical

(1950–2005) and Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5, 2006–2100) forcing

scenarios (Scinocca et al. 2016).3 Indirect and direct aerosol e↵ects are considered, and the

aerosol scheme includes a full sulfur cycle, organic and black carbon, mineral dust, and sea

salt (Scinocca et al. 2016). As surface boundary conditions, CanRCM4 uses sea surface tem-

perature and sea ice information from CanESM2 (Scinocca et al. 2016). Additional details

on CanRCM4 can be found in Scinocca et al. (2016). Details of the CanRCM4 variables

used in this study and their sampling methods are presented in Table 2.1. Most variables are

available on a 1-hr or 3-hr basis, with the exception of wind stress, column water content,

and sea ice concentration.

RCP8.5 is a high emissions scenario in which total radiative forcings by 2100 increase by 8.5

W/m2 relative to 1850 (Collins et al. 2013). This is a worst-case “business-as-usual” scenario

without policy intervention. Sanford et al. (2014) and Schwalm et al. (2020) conclude that

RCP8.5 is generally consistent with historical emissions and current policy. While others

debate this (e.g., Hausfather & Peters 2020), this scenario can be considered an upper limit

on the external forcing produced by future GHG and aerosol emissions.

2.5 Biases in CanRCM4

CanRCM4 and CanESM2, its parent ESM, both use the same atmospheric model and share

physical parameterizations (Scinocca et al. 2016). Where possible, direct assessments of

CanRCM4 biases are used in the following discussion. If studies for CanRCM4 are not

available, relevant assessments of CanESM2 have been cited.

3CanRCM4 forcings: greenhouse gases, ozone (tropospheric and stratospheric), anthropogenic sulfate
aerosol (direct and indirect), black carbon, organic carbon, land-use change, and volcanic aerosol. It does
not include solar forcings, unlike CanESM2.
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Jeong et al. (2020) performed an analysis of CanRCM4 biases in mean and maximum wind

speeds over Canada against station measurements. CanRCM4 was found to underestimate

extreme (annual maximum) wind speeds but overestimate annual mean wind speed (Jeong

et al. 2020). However, the spatial pattern was well reproduced for both measures. For

annual mean wind speed, CanRCM4 performed comparably to the ERA-Interim reanalysis,

explaining 52% and 53% and of the spatial variance (R-squared of 0.72 and 0.73), respectively,

using similar validation periods (Jeong et al. 2020). CanRCM4 was also found to reproduce

the seasonal cycle of mean wind speeds (intra-annual variability; Jeong et al. 2020). Overall,

however, near-surface wind speed representation in climate models is biased (Tian et al.

2019); both climate models and reanalyses exhibit considerable wind speed biases (e.g.,

Krishnan & Bhaskaran 2020; Miao et al. 2020; Tian et al. 2019). While calibration with

observational datasets is often recommended, Daines et al. (2016) found that projected

changes do not vary considerably based on calibration techniques. Therefore, the extent of

potential biases should not hinder assessments of seasonality and projected change.

Climate sensitivity assessments for CMIP5 models largely attribute model spread to cloud

parameterizations (e.g., Vial et al. 2013). CanRCM4 has a relatively high transient climate

response compared to other NA-CORDEX RCMs (the mean global temperature change due

Table 2.1: CanRCM4 variables used, time scale of available output, and method of acquisition
(mean or point measurement). All means are taken using a 20 minute time step/interval.

Variable Time Scale Method

Near-surface (10 m) wind speed 1-hr or 3-hr Mean

Surface sensible heat flux 1-hr or 3-hr Mean

Surface latent heat flux 1-hr or 3-hr Mean

Eastward downward wind stress 6-hr Mean

Northward downward wind stress 6-hr Mean

Near-surface (2-m) air temperature 1-hr or 3-hr Mean

Surface air pressure 1-hr or 3-hr Time point

Near-surface (2-m) specific humidity 1-hr or 3-hr Mean

Sea ice area fraction Daily Mean

Surface downwelling shortwave radiation 1-hr or 3-hr Mean

Column water vapour 6-hr Mean

Column condensed (liquid & ice) water content 6-hr Mean

Cloud area fraction 1-hr or 3-hr Mean
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to CO2 doubling, having increased at 1% per year; Bukovsky & Mearns 2020). Challenges

in cloud parameterizations also impact representation of surface solar irradiance, leading

to biases (Nam et al. 2012; Stanfield et al. 2014) that are compounded by di�culties in

representation of clear-sky radiative transfer (Wild 2008). In an assessment of model fluxes

in 43 CMIP5 models, Wild et al. (2015b) found a climatological annual mean bias of 11.2

W/m2 for shortwave radiation in CanESM2 using 760 observation sites. This compared to a

multi-model mean bias of 7.4 W/m2 (Wild et al. 2015b). There is high potential for bias in

CanRCM4 output DSR, and therefore modelled PV potential. However, Wild et al. (2015a)

tested the sensitivity of PV power projections to irradiance biases, and found no meaningful

influences on projected absolute PV change.

Sea ice and sea ice change under global warming will have a critical impact on the climate

in far northern Canada. Sea ice and sea surface temperature in CanRCM4 is taken from

CanESM2 (Scinocca et al. 2016). Assessments of CanESM2 sea ice have revealed a large

underestimation (bias) in sea ice extent, particularly in the summertime, where it is the

lowest of all CMIP5 models (Stroeve et al. 2012). This is also true over the Canadian

Arctic, with sea ice projections further limited by the relatively coarse spatial resolution of

CanESM2 (Kushner et al. 2018). CanESM2 representation of sea ice in the Canadian Arctic

Archipelago is less than half of that observed, with practically ice-free summers reached by

as early as present day (Kushner et al. 2018).

All climate models contain biases relative to real-world conditions, and many bias correc-

tion techniques have been developed, from simple to complex. Due to grid cell averaging,

CanRCM4 model output will be inherently di↵erent from point values for any given loca-

tion, including our focal communities. In this study, we do not adjust CanRCM4 output

to correct for potential model biases. While CanRCM4 will contain biases, we assume that

these will remain constant in time, so that change in climate will be reliably reproduced.

Similar assumptions are made by Ravestein et al. (2018) in their assessment of vulnerability

of European wind and solar power to climate change. The considerable sea ice underestima-

tion in CanRCM4/CanESM2 can be expected to impact time of emergence, biasing when

robust changes in wind speed and solar irradiance become apparent. This early-emergence

bias, however, will not a↵ect the absolute relationship of these variables with sea ice; that

is, it will a↵ect the when but not the if.
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Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Communities and domain of focus

Das & Canizares (2016b) assessed 13 communities in Nunavut and recommended five with

the strongest case for renewable energy investment: Arviat, Baker Lake, Iqaluit, Rankin

Inlet, and Sanikiluaq. These five communities all showed potential for at least 20% operation

and maintenance cost savings, 34% reductions in CO2 emissions, and 34% renewable energy

mix (Das & Canizares 2016b). As typically done when performing renewable energy site

assessments, Das & Canizares (2016a) used historical climate means to assess feasibility

of implementation. We have used their results to guide selection of communities for in-

depth analysis, with the aim of furthering knowledge of current and future renewable energy

potential and reliability.

To represent these communities of focus, model output was extracted from the closest grid

cell centre to the community. Due to the relatively coarse resolution of CanRCM4, coastlines

and small islands are not always well resolved. Figure 3.1 overlays actual coastlines with

the CanRCM4 land versus water grid cells to highlight di↵erences between the model and

the real world. The CanRCM4 grid cell corresponding to Sanikiluaq (an island in Hudson

Bay) is classified as ocean, and therefore Umiujaq was also selected as an analogue for

Sanikiluaq. Umiujaq is located approximately 200 km east and 100 km north of Sanikiluaq

(latitudes of 56.54°N and 55.55°N, respectively), along the eastern coast of Hudson Bay.

While the coastal location of Umiujaq will certainly experience di↵erences relative to an

o↵shore island, it will be a useful comparison to an ocean grid cell which is subject to

di↵erent physical parameterizations in CanRCM4. An analogue for Iqaluit was also chosen

and referred to hereafter as ‘Iqaluit Coastal Point’. Due the coarse resolution, Frobisher

Bay is not well resolved and the corresponding grid cell for Iqaluit is not represented as

a coastal location. A coastal grid cell in close proximity was selected for Iqaluit Coastal

Point. Finally, an additional community, Sachs Harbour, Northwest Territories was selected
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as there are ongoing pilot projects and on-the-ground research related to renewable energy

implementation in the community.

In total, eight focal communities/locations will be assessed in detail in this paper: Arviat,

Baker Lake, Iqaluit, Iqaluit Coastal Point, Rankin Inlet, Umiujaq, Sachs Harbour, and

Sanikiluaq. In addition, a larger study area was selected to include the Yukon, Northwest

Territories, and Nunavut, including the entirety of Hudson Bay. The study area also includes

the northern portion of many provinces. The northernmost extent of the study area was

determined by the northern extent of CanRCM4, with 2 grid cells along the boundary

clipped. Figure 3.1 shows the locations of the eight locations of focus and larger study

area domain.

3.2 Seasonal definitions

Rather than the boreal seasons that are commonly used (e.g., for study of Arctic cyclone ac-

tivity (Sepp & Jaagus 2011)), seasons in the following study are defined as January-February-

March (JFM, winter), April-May-June (AMJ, spring), July-August-September (JAS, sum-

mer), and October-November-December (OND, autumn). This selection was made to align

with sea ice activity, which has considerable impacts on weather and climate in the far north.

Figure 3.1: Study area overview map indicating the locations of the eight communities of
focus and community analogues. Projection: rotated pole (pole latitude 42.5°, pole longitude
83°).
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These seasons correspond with timing of maximum and minimum sea ice extent, as well as

onset of freeze and melt (Francis & Vavrus 2015), and are frequently used for analyses of

Arctic climate and weather (e.g. Candlish et al. 2015; Francis & Vavrus 2015; Overland &

Wang 2010).

3.3 Wind power potential

3.3.1 Extrapolating wind speed to turbine hub height

To determine potential wind energy, 10 m wind speed from model output must first be

extrapolated to turbine hub height (typically 20 to 100 m). This can be done using one of

two methods:

1. Empirically derived power law profile:

v(z) = vr

✓
z

zr

◆↵

(3.1)

where v(z) is the velocity at height z, zr is the reference height, and ↵ is an empirically

derived coe�cient commonly taken to be 1/7 (Manwell et al. 2002).

2. Theoretically derived logarithmic wind speed profile, which can be used with or without

stability correction from the Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST):

v(z) =
u⇤

k


ln

✓
z

z0

◆
� 

⇣
z

L

⌘�
(3.2)

where z0 is the roughness length, k = 0.4 is the Von Karman constant, u⇤ is the friction

velocity, L is the Monin-Obukhov (MO) length, and  is the empirically determined

MO similarity function related to the dimensionless wind shear.

Due to its simplicity, the power law is commonly used in engineering applications for ex-

trapolation of wind speeds. The exponent alpha can be empirically determined for locations

based on observed wind speed data. However, wind profiles in the neutral boundary layer

typically follow the logarithmic profile, and so this form is preferable. The shape of the log

profile varies considerably from strictly logarithmic depending on boundary layer stability;

the term  corrects for atmospheric stability. The logarithmic profile with MOST is most

suitable for low-altitudes, such as the turbine hub-heights used in this study (Optis et al.

2014).
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The similarity functions used in CanRCM4 were used for this extrapolation. Under stable

conditions the Beljaars and Holtslag similarity function is used (Beljaars & Holtslag 1991):

� = a
z

L
+ b
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L
� c

d
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�d
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L

⌘
+
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where a = 1, b = 2/3, c = 5, and d = 0.35. Under unstable conditions the Dyer function is

used (Abdella & McFarlane 1996):
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where x = (1� 16z/L)1/4. These flux-profile relationships have been empirically determined

from various micrometeorological experiments (Arya 2001; Beljaars & Holtslag 1991). The

Monin-Obukhov length (L) is given by:

L =
✓v0 cp ⇢ u

3
⇤

k g Hv0
(3.5)

where ✓v0 is the virtual potential temperature, cp is the specific heat capacity of the air, g

is acceleration due to gravity, and Hv0 is the virtual heat flux. The specific heat capacity

of air at standard atmospheric conditions was used in all calculations (1004.64 J kg-1 K-1).

L measures relative importance of mechanical shear-generated turbulence versus buoyancy-

driven turbulence (Arya 2001; Foken 2006). The absolute value of L represents the height at

which buoyancy-driven turbulence dominates mechanical shear-generated turbulence (Over-

land 1985). Therefore, when |L| is large, mechanical mixing is dominant. Close to the

surface, wind shear typically dominates (z << |L|) (Arya 2001; Overland 1985). Using the

variables available in CanRCM4 output, the required parameters can be determined through

the Ideal Gas Law (Arya 2001):

⇢ =
m p

R T
(3.6)

m =
0.028966

1 + 0.61q
(3.7)

where q is the specific humidity.

✓v0 = T0 (1 + 0.61q) (3.8)

T0 = T +
z g

cp
(3.9)

Hv = Hs + ↵✓Hl (3.10)

where

↵ =
0.61 cp ⇥

Le
(3.11)

and Le is the latent heat of evaporation, 2.501⇥ 106 J/kg.
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Determining friction velocity and roughness length

CanRCM4 uses the Canadian Land Surface Scheme 2.7 (CLASS). Within CLASS, a static

roughness length is assigned to soil, ice, snow and four di↵erent vegetation classes, interpreted

to be the maximum roughness length for that vegetation class (at peak vegetation height).

Each land grid cell can therefore contain up to four subareas: bare soil, snow over bare soil,

vegetation over soil and vegetation over snow (Sun & Verseghy 2019). At each time step,

the characteristics of the vegetation and snow/bare ground are determined and aggregated

to determine instantaneous roughness length (Verseghy 2009). Adjustments are made to

account for orographic roughness length where necessary (Verseghy 2009). Roughness lengths

and displacement heights therefore vary in the model due to vegetation height (for crop areas

only) and snow or ice cover.

Instantaneous roughness length is not available as part of CanRCM4 output. Similarly,

while all other parameters required in Equation (3.2) are available on a 1- or 3-hourly basis,

friction velocity must be calculated using eastward and northward downward wind stress

(⌧0), which is only available on a 6-hrly basis in CanRCM4 output. Wind stress is related

to u⇤ by:

u⇤ =(⌧0/⇢)
1/2 (3.12)

One of these two unknown parameters (friction velocity or roughness length) can be

calculated at a 3-hourly basis from Equations 3.2 and 3.11, if the other parameter is known.

Three methods of determining these parameters were explored:

1. Assuming a temporally static roughness length, calculate friction velocity from 6-hourly

wind stress using Equation (3.12), then up-sample friction velocity to 3-hourly.

2. Assuming a temporally static roughness length, solve for friction velocity from Equa-

tion (3.2) at each time step.

3. Adjust Method 1 by first calculating friction velocity from 6-hourly wind stress, then

solving for roughness length (z0) at each time step using Equation (3.2).

Method 3 was selected based on minimizing error. The details of this analysis are laid out

in Appendix B.

3.3.2 Air density in wind power estimates

CanRCM4 output has the significant advantage of already being specific to the local eleva-

tion. Therefore, extrapolation would only be required for the modest changes in altitude
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to reach turbine hub height (e.g., 50 metres), meaning overall impacts will be very small

(< 0.01 kg/m2, which translates to < 0.0001% di↵erence in power production). In addition,

further simplifications would be required to make air density extrapolations, namely assum-

ing a constant standard lapse rate of 6.5 K/km and zero humidity. Therefore, we use surface

air density in power production calculations, computed via Equation (3.6), which accounts

for changes in density due to pressure, humidity and temperature variation.

Standard air density (1.225 kg/m3) is often assumed in wind resource estimates. However,

model output variable air density has advantages, particularly in high-latitudes. First, cold

temperatures result in an average air density that is much higher than standard conditions,

and second, the considerable changes in temperature and humidity expected due to climate

change will have equally large impacts on air density, and therefore wind power potential.

3.3.3 Semi-idealized wind power production model

The kinetic power of wind per unit area, commonly called wind power density, is a standard

measure in wind resource estimates:

P =
1

2
⇢ v

3 (3.13)

However, actual wind power production is governed by turbine specifications (rotor swept

area, turbine rotor/generator e�ciency, cut-in and cut-out wind speeds) and fluid mechanics

(Manwell et al. 2002). The Betz Limit states that maximum power output for a wind turbine

is given by 16/27 times the wind power density:

Pmax =
16

27

1

2
⇢ A v

3
z (3.14)

where A is the rotor swept area, ⇢ is air density and vz is wind speed at hub height z. In

practice, turbine e�ciency rarely exceeds 50% of the wind power density (Carrillo et al.

2013). Individual wind turbines are characterized by a rated power (maximum theoretical

power produced). If wind is less than the required “cut-in” wind speed, no power is produced;

between the cut-in and “rated” wind speed, power will be produced following Equation (3.14)

multiplied by a turbine and wind speed-dependent power production coe�cient (cp) instead

of the Betz Limit; at the rated wind speed, the rated power is reached; and between the

rated wind speed and “cut-out” wind speed power is produced at the rated power.1 Power

is not produced beyond cut-out wind speed, as turbine blades are stopped for safety reasons

(Jerez et al. 2015a). In standard conditions (⇢0 = 1.225 kg/m3), the wind turbine power

1Assuming standard air density, ⇢0= 1.225 kg/m3.
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production model can therefore be represented by:

P0(v) =

8
>>><

>>>:

0 if v < vcut�in

cp
1
2 ⇢0 A v

3 if vcut�in  v  vrated

cp
1
2 ⇢0 A v

3
rated if vrated < v  vcut�out

0 if v > vcut�out

(3.15)

Most modern turbines use active power control with pitch regulation, for which the Inter-

national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard 61400–12–1 for power performance

measurements recommends normalization of input wind speed to account for non-standard

air density according to (International Electrotechnical Commission 2005):

vn = vactual

✓
⇢

⇢0

◆1/3

(3.16)

Table 3.1 provides specifications of example wind turbines suitable for use in Arctic condi-

tions and of a size appropriate for the power needs of the communities of focus, as identified

by Das & Canizares (2016a). The turbines have a rated power of ⇠900 kW and turbine hub

heights at approximately 50 m. Figure 3.2 shows the actual power production curves for

these turbines.

According to Jerez et al. (2015a), the most common values for cut-in, rated and cut-out

speeds are 3.5, 13 and 25 m/s respectively. For simplicity of calculation, and because all

wind power production is turbine specific, we employ a semi-idealized theoretical turbine

power curve (i.e., power production model) that combines a practical power coe�cient with

a selected rated power of 900 kW and rotor swept area corresponding to turbine blades of

length 26 m. While typically cp varies with wind speed, we use a static value selected so that

power production was reasonably consistent with real-world turbines. Carrillo et al. (2013)

tested this approach using best-fit functions, and found it to be a good approximation for

real-world turbines. Therefore, our power production model will use Equation (3.15) with

vn from Equation (3.16) given the model parameters in the last column of Table 3.1. Using

this semi-idealized 900 kW turbine power model with a 50 m hub height (M50m,900kW ) we

calculate power production potential per turbine, neglecting potential wake e↵ects due to

multi-turbine wind farm installations. Note that in real world situations, turbines would be

selected to maximize power output given the wind speed characteristics of site locations.

3.3.4 Wind power potential

Wind power potential (WPP) for a specified time period is typically estimated for engineering

applications using the Weibell wind speed distribution and average wind speed for the site
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Table 3.1: Specifications of two example wind turbines (Emergya Wind Technologies
n.d.[a],[b]), and the semi-idealized 900 kW turbine model (M50m,900kW ) created for wind
power production estimates.

Model DW54 900kW DW61 900kW M50m,900kW

Manufacturer Emergya Wind Tech. Emergya Wind Tech. N/A

Rated power (kW) 900 900 900

Diameter (m) 54 61 52

Rotor swept area (m2) 2290 2922 2124

Hub height (m) 40, 50 or 75 46 or 69 50

Cut-in speed (m/s) 2.5 2.5 2.5

Rated speed (m/s) 13.5 11.5 11.34

Cut-out speed (m/s) 25.0 25.0 25.0

cp
variable

max: ⇠ 0.45
variable

max: ⇠ 0.45
0.475

Figure 3.2: The semi-idealized power production model to be used (black line) along with
two sample power curves from actual turbines realistic for the communities of focus (dotted
lines; see Table 3.1). All power curves at standard air density (1.225 kg/m3).
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(Manwell et al. 2002). CanRCM4 output consistency, both spatially and temporarily, allows

us to directly calculate WPP :

WPP =
NX

i=1

Pn,i�t (3.17)

where N is the number of time intervals of size �t for the period of interest, and Pn,i is

the normalized power output for time interval i. Normalized power output is calculated

according to M50m,900kW , as described above. WPP will be calculated using two temporal

scales: daily wind power production (WPPday) for comparison between seasons; and annual

wind power production (WPPannual, commonly called Annual Energy Production) a common

measure in engineering applications which estimates the total amount of electrical energy a

turbine produces over a year, often expressed in megawatt hours (MWh).

3.4 Solar photovoltaic power potential

Solar photovoltaic power potential (SPP) can be given by (Mavromatakis et al. 2010):

SPP = Pm · ⌘t ·
DSR

DSR0
· fPV (3.18)

where Pm is the rated capacity of the PV array at standard test conditions, DSR is the inci-

dent solar irradiance (the surface downwelling shortwave radiation from the climate model),

DSR0 is the incident solar irradiance at standard conditions (1000 W/m2), ⌘t accounts for

panel e�ciency due to non-standard atmospheric conditions, and fPV is a derating factor

that accounts for all other impacts to real-world power performance (e.g., losses from panel

age, soiling, wiring losses, etc.; Gernaat et al. 2021; Mavromatakis et al. 2010; Quitoras et al.

2020). We assume these factors will remain constant and assign a static value of 0.85 for

fPV , similar to previous studies (e.g., Gernaat et al. 2021). Pm is taken to be 900 kW, for

comparability with the 900 kW wind power production model.

Module performance is dependent on PV array cell temperature (Tc) via ⌘t (Mavromatakis

et al. 2010; Skoplaki & Palyvos 2009):

⌘t = 1 + �(Tc � T0) (3.19)

where T0 = 25 �C (cell temperature at standard conditions) and � is the temperature coef-

ficient of power, taken to be -0.0045 �C�1, which is the average for monocrystalline silicon

solar panels at T0 = 25 �C (Skoplaki & Palyvos 2009). Many di↵erent models for estimating

the cell temperature from meteorological conditions have been developed (e.g., see Mavro-
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matakis et al. 2014).2 Mavromatakis et al. (2014) compared seven models for determining

cell temperature, and reported best performance for the relationship developed by King et al.

(2004):

Tm = Ta +DSR · e(a+b·v10) (3.20)

Tc = Tm +
DSR

DSR0
·�T0 (3.21)

where Tm is the module temperature and v10 is the wind speed (m/s) measured at 10 m.

Values of a and b are empirically derived by King et al. (2004) for wind speeds up to 18 m/s,

and di↵er based on module type and mounting configuration. �T0 is the di↵erence between

the module and cell temperatures at reference conditions (1000 W/m2), which is usually

between 2 and 3�C, or zero for thermally-insulated back surfaces (King et al. 2004). We

use a standard configuration of open-rack mounting and glass/polymer module (as tested by

Mavromatakis et al. (2014)), giving a = -3.56 �C m2/W, b = -0.075 s m1, and �T0 = 3�C

(King et al. 2004). As per the relationships above, higher temperatures result in reduced

PV array e�ciency, while lower temperature result in higher e�ciency. Equations (3.20)

and (3.21) were calculated using the library pvlib-python v0.8.1 (Holmgren et al. 2018).

Optimal power output is achieved when incident solar radiation is at right angles to PV

panels, achieved through use of tilted panels, which also benefit from ground-reflected solar

radiation. We assume panels are horizontally-oriented, as in previous studies (e.g., Köberle

et al. 2015; Wild et al. 2015a), and therefore reflected radiation (proportional to global

horizontal radiation3) and performance gains from use of tilted modules are not considered.

Our results represent a lower-limit on solar PV potential in this sense. These factors are

assumed to remain unchanged over time, although it should be noted that changes in surface

albedo due to snow and ice loss in Arctic regions may be considerable over the 21st century.

3.5 Assessing robust and substantial changes

The magnitude of the forced change due to climate change (the signal) was compared to the

internal climate variability (the noise) to identify potentially robust and substantial responses

2Many recent studies (e.g. Gernaat et al. 2021; Jerez et al. 2015b; Pérez et al. 2019) have used a
simple linear approximation developed by TamizhMani et al. (2003) to estimate cell temperature: Tc =
a · Ta + b · DSR � c · v + d, where Ta is the ambient temperature, v is wind speed, and coe�cients are
empirically determined and usually taken to be a = 0.943, b = 0.028 �C m2/W, c = 1.528 �C s m1, and d =
4.3 �C. However, this relationship is unreliable at wind speeds exceeding 10 m/s – a situation not uncommon
in our study area – as it leads to erroneously low cell temperatures (Mavromatakis et al. 2014).

3Reflected radiation on a tilted surface is proportional to global horizontal irradiance (Demain et al.
2013): R� = ↵GRr, where ↵ is the ground albedo, � is the panel tilt angle with respect to the horizontal
plane, and Rr is the transposition factor of ground reflection. Assuming constant radiance from the ground
surface (it is ideally isotropic, Demain et al. 2013), Rr is given by: Rr = 1–cos(�)

2 .
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using a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, e.g., Christensen et al. 2007; Daines et al. 2016).

(1) Robustness

For projected time periods 30-year means were taken, and the di↵erences between each

realization and the ensemble mean of the reference period (1970-1999) were calculated (�P ).

The ensemble mean (µe) of these anomalies is interpreted as the forced change (signal, S),

while the ensemble standard deviation (�e) of the reference period means (Pref ) is interpreted

as internal climatic variability (noise, N). Robustness in therefore given by:

Robustness = SNR =
µe(�P )

�e(Pref )
(3.22)

The greater the signal-to-noise ratio, the more robust the climate change response. A robust

change is defined as SNR>1, when the change in ensemble mean exceeds the intra-ensemble

standard deviation of the reference period. The goal is to identify robust climate shifts

from its current (reference period) state. Similarly, time of emergence (ToE) of a climate

signal is defined as the period when the SNR first exceeds one. These criteria are used by

Abatzoglou et al. (2019), and similar methods with variations in the definition of the internal

variability or significance thresholds are common (e.g., Christensen et al. 2007; Giorgi & Bi

2009; Hawkins & Sutton 2009, 2012; Kjellström et al. 2018; Mioduszewski et al. 2018). This

measure will smooth out inter-annual variability by relying on standard deviation of 30-

year means as a measure of noise. Therefore, we also employ a second measure of impact,

substantiality.

(2) Substantiality

The climate signal is defined the same as for robustness: the ensemble mean of anomalies

between a given period and the reference period (�P ). To measure noise, the temporal

variance of annual means in the reference period was calculated for each ensemble member,

averaged over the 50 ensemble members, and then the square root was taken. Substantiality

is therefore given by:

Substantiality = SNR =
µe(�P )

[µe(V arref (Pa))]1/2
(3.23)

This measure will allow identification of changes in the mean which exceed the inter-annual

variability within the reference period.

Note that the signal is defined the same for both substantiality and robustness (mean

change), but that for robustness ‘noise’ measures the inter-ensemble variability, while for

substantiality ‘noise’ measures temporal (inter-annual) variability of individual realizations,

which are then averaged. As inter-annual standard deviation is greater than the inter-

ensemble standard deviation, we expect substantiality will be a more conservative measure

than robustness. A projected change may be robust in that it is detectable in 30-year
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means, but perhaps not substantial in that the mean change is not distinguishable from

current inter-annual variability.

3.6 Assessing influences on wind power: Partial corre-
lation analysis

Changes in sea ice, storm activity, roughness length, and atmospheric stability have been

suggested as potential causes of SWS increases (e.g., Mioduszewski et al. 2018), and therefore

of wind power potential. Correlation and partial correlation analysis was used to assess the

relationship between potential mechanisms of change and wind power while controlling for

the e↵ect of the remaining covariates. Partial correlation (⇢XY ·Z) between factor X and

Y while controlling for Z (a set of n controlling variables) is calculated as the correlation

between the residuals resulting from the linear regressions of X with Z and of Y with Z

(Lawrance 1976). The relationship can be represented using pairwise correlations (Lawrance

1976) as:

⇢XY ·Z =
⇢XY � ⇢XZ⇢Y Z

[(1� ⇢
2
XZ)(1� ⇢

2
Y Z)]

1/2
(3.24)

Monthly statistics as described in Table 3.2 were used for analysis. To remove potential

confounding seasonal variations, the seasonal cycle was removed from monthly means and

then data was detrended using a first degree polynomial fit. The seasonal and temporal

trend was calculated from the ensemble mean for the 30-year period on which correlations

were taken (1970-1999).

Storminess measures

Storms are associated with high wind speeds, strong pressure gradients, and, oftentimes,

precipitation events. Storminess can be measured directly using near-surface wind speeds or

Table 3.2: Variables considered in correlations with wind power potential.

Variable Measure Statistic

Atmospheric stability ⇣ = z/L Median

Storminess Near-surface winds Storm count

Roughness length z0 Median

Air density Near-surface density Mean

Sea ice Sea ice concentration Mean
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indirectly using geostrophic winds as proxy, or, commonly, via sea level pressure or lower-

tropospheric vorticity (e.g., Screen et al. 2011). Near-surface wind speed methods often su↵er

from limited availability of long-term station data or inconsistencies resulting from changes to

measuring techniques, instruments, or station surroundings over time (WASA Group 1998).

Another potential limitation of direct wind speed-based measures is that wind speeds over

the ocean can be a↵ected by atmospheric stability (Kent et al. 2013) and sea ice changes

(which also impact atmospheric stability, e.g., Knippertz et al. 2000; Mioduszewski et al.

2018). However, as climate model output does not su↵er from data quality or consistency

concerns, and use of partial correlation analysis should account for interdependent factors

over ocean areas, we decided on a wind speed-based index of the storm climate, which we

denote storminess.

Storm intensity is typically defined by near-surface wind speed (Feser et al. 2015). Weisse

et al. (2005), for example, used hourly 10 m wind speed output from a regional climate

model (RCM) simulation for the northeast Atlantic and the North Sea and compared it

with available station data to assess storminess. They identified storms using the Beaufort

scale and near-surface instantaneous wind speed maxima, concluding that the RCM was

able to simulate storm indices based on near-surface wind for the marine areas in their study

area (Weisse et al. 2005). Earl et al. (2013) used near-surface wind speed exceedances of

predefined thresholds to assess changes in UK storminess from 1980-2010 using station data.

Smits et al. (2005) identified 97-hr near-surface wind speed maxima, and then ranked all

events in the 41-year record, labelling them as weak (average occurrence 30 times per year),

moderate (10 times per year), or strong events (2 times per year), in order to assess trends

over time. Atkinson (2005) identified storm events in the circum-Arctic coastal region with

potential coastal geomorphological impacts as those that exceeded 10 m/s for at least 6

hours, and further included ‘lulls’ and ‘shoulder’ events that exceeded the arbitrarily defined

7 m/s ‘continuity threshold’. Redilla et al. (2019) used a similar method to assess change in

high wind events, but selected event thresholds (both wind speed and duration) to produce

a desired sample size of events in the control period. Other studies measure changes in

storminess by changes in wind speed extremes, such as 99th percentile wind speed (e.g.,

Donat et al. 2011). An increase in the 95 or 99th percentile wind speed, for example, indicates

an increase in storminess, possibly due to more powerful or more frequent storms (Weisse

et al. 2005). Beniston et al. (2007) identified wind storms using RCM output near-surface

wind speeds in their assessment of future extreme events in Europe through 3 indices: change

in extreme wind speed percentiles; exceedances of 90th, 95th and 99th percentile reference

period wind speeds; and exceedances of Beaufort scale thresholds.

Our methods are based on those of Beniston et al. (2007) and Atkinson (2005), using

3-hr mean near-surface wind speeds from CanRCM4. Threshold wind speeds are defined
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for each individual grid cell as the 95th percentile near-surface wind speeds of the 1970-

1999 reference period across all realizations. This threshold will take into account physical

di↵erences in locations (e.g., roughness lengths), while still allowing identification of change

over time. Windstorms are then identified as minimum 6-hr duration wind speeds greater

than the threshold speed. Lulls during which the wind speed falls below the threshold for <6

hrs and then recover are also flagged as storm events. For ease of computation, individual

time points are flagged as storm (1) or not-storm (0) based on these criteria, and then are

averaged across the month to produce metric indicating the frequency of exceedance of the

control period 95th percentile.

Other measures

The influence of stable or unstable stratification on wind speed profiles in the surface layer,

the lowest part of the boundary layer, is measured using the Obukhov stability parameter

⇣ = z
L (Arya 2001; Overland 1985), where L is defined in Equation (3.5).

Air density is calculated from model output using Equation (3.6). Sea ice concentration

is used to represent sea ice, and is directly available from model output as daily means.

Roughness length is calculated from model output as detailed in Appendix B. Roughness

length is calculated instantaneously at each time-step using logarithmic wind law with stabil-

ity correction. The z0 parameter therefore partially acts as a correction factor for temporal

and spatial averaging of model output. However, median roughness lengths follow expected

relationships with land cover: high roughness lengths are found over forested regions, lower

values over tundra or grasslands, and lowest roughness lengths over open ocean.

3.7 Assessing influences on photovoltaic power

To assess individual influences of changes in solar irradiance, temperature, and wind speed

on projected changes in PV potential, mean SPP was also calculated using a combination

of future and reference period (1970-1999) inputs:

SPPproj,G = SPP (G2070�99, Ta,1970�99, v10,1970�99)

SPPproj,Ta = SPP (G1970�99, Ta,2070�99, v10,1970�99)

SPPproj,v10 = SPP (G1970�99, Ta,1970�99, v10,2070�99)

These values were compared to the mean of the reference period SPP :

SPPref = SPP (G1970�99, Ta,1970�99, v10,1970�99)
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giving, for each variable (var) of interest, the absolute impact of changes in this variable:

�SPPvar = SPPproj,var � SPPref

As solar irradiance, temperature and wind speed are not statistically independent, this cal-

culation is approximate.

In addition to the calculations above, partial correlation analysis was performed between

DSR and potential influencing factors. Partial correlation methods are described in Sec-

tion 3.6. Potential factors include model output fields of total cloud fraction (CLT), column

condensed liquid/ice water (CLW, a proxy for cloud characteristics, as CLT includes all

clouds); column water vapour (CWV), and sea ice (SIC). Aerosol optical depth is not avail-

able CanRCM4 output. As with the wind power correlation analysis, the seasonal cycle

was removed from monthly means and then data was detrended using a first degree poly-

nomial fit before correlations were taken. For DSR only, the seasonal cycle was removed

using division rather than subtraction to assess variations relative to seasonal means. This

method accounts for the seasonally varying maximum possible DSR, which is controlled by

top of atmosphere solar irradiance and impacts the absolute magnitude of DSR response to

potential influencing factors.

3.8 Assessing stability of the power system

The dependence of wind power and solar power on weather conditions implies that both

short-term (sub-annual) and longer-term (inter-annual) temporal climate variability can

make grid integration challenging (Natural Resources Canada 2021), with potential impacts

on power stability. Inter-annual variability (IAV) and inter-daily (IDV) variability are used

to assess these fluctuations in power production through use of a coe�cient of variation,

IDV =
�(Pdaily)

µ(Pdaily)
(3.25)

IAV =
�(Pannual)

µ(Pannual)
(3.26)

where Pannual is the annual power production and Pdaily is daily power production. This

method was used by Jung & Schindler (2018) to assess inter-annual variability in wind

energy resources in Germany, and by Jung & Schindler (2020) for assessment of sub-annual

variability of global wind energy resources as estimated through wind speed distributions.
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Chapter 4

Results and analysis

4.1 Wind power potential

This section will first consider wind power potential (WPP) variability and change for the

communities of focus and then for the entire domain. Potential causes of change will then

be assessed.

4.1.1 Communities of focus

Wind power potential in Canada’s maritime far north is relatively high compared to many

more southern, inland regions of the country. The communities of focus are located on the

coast or in near-coastal areas of comparatively moderate to high mean wind power potential

relative to the domain average. This fact contributes to their high feasibility for renewable

investment, as found by Das & Canizares (2016b). Sachs Harbour (a coastal community on

the Beaufort Sea; not selected by Das & Canizares (2016b)) has the lowest community annual

wind power potential (WPPannual). However, WPPannual is fairly comparable between com-

munities; all lie within the range of ⇠3200 to ⇠4000 MWh (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1). Sachs

Harbour’s 1970-1999 mean WPPannual of 3197 MWh is only slightly lower than Iqaluit (3289

MWh). The highest WPPannual is for the island community of Sanikiluaq at 3961 MWh.

Seasonally, mean WPPday is greatest in OND for all communities, usually followed by

JAS. Across all communities, mean WPPday in JFM and AMJ are comparable, but the

season cycle is not in exact alignment for the individual sites (Figure 4.1). All communities

are projected to experience an increase in mean WPPannual across the 21st century, although

the magnitude and seasonality of the change vary by location. Annual increases of over 12%

are projected by the end of the 21st century in Sanikiluaq, the (only) ocean grid cell location,

with the highest control period WPPannual. Smallest projected change occurs in Baker Lake

and Rankin Inlet, with increases of 2.2% and 2.9% respectively (Table 4.1). Projected change
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by season, presented in Figure 4.2, indicates that annual trends are largely driven by cold-

season increases in potential energy production, which in some locations are partially o↵set

by warm-season decreases. For all communities, projected WPPday sees ‘robust’ increases

(see Section 3.5) in JFM. JAS sees robust decreases (Sanikiluaq, Umiujaq) or no change in

most communities (see Figure 4.2). Trends in AMJ and OND are variable based on location;

while we project robust increases inWPPday for most communities, some locations see robust

decreases.

Emergence of robust changes in WPPday occurs in the early 21st century for most commu-

nities, with earliest emergence in JFM, followed by OND and AMJ (Figure 4.2). However,

‘substantial’ changes (see Section 3.5) never emerge for the communities of Arviat, Baker

Lake, and Rankin Inlet. Where substantial changes do emerge, it is not until the end of the

21st century, with the exception of Sanikiluaq and Umiujaq in southern Hudson Bay.

Inter-annual variability (IAV) and inter-daily variability (IDV) were also assessed across

the 21st century to measure internal variability at di↵erent time scales using the appropriate

coe�cient of variation (see definitions in Section 3.8). IAV measures potential year-to-year

changes in total power. IDV assesses power intermittency, capturing intra-seasonal day-to-

day changes as well as inter-season variability. These issues are important for determining

reliability of a wind energy-based power system.

Both IAV and IDV decrease over the 21st century for the communities of interest. Some

communities see considerable decreases in ensemble mean IAV over the 21st century (up to

16%), while others see very small changes of less than 1% (see Table C.1). IDV experiences

more consistent changes, decreasing between 2.5 and 10% by the end of the 21st century

for all communities, with largest change in Iqaluit, and smallest (almost none) in Baker

Lake (Table C.1). Changes in IDV are likely due to reductions in inter-seasonal di↵erences.

Figure 4.3 presents the ensemble mean trend in WPPday across the 21st century for the city

of Iqaluit, also showing the ensemble standard deviation and 5th and 95th percentiles. As can

be seen in Figure 4.3, and is also true for other communities (see Appendix D and Figure 4.2),

increases in JFM WPPday are largely responsible for the annual change. Since JFM has the

lowest or second lowest WPPday in the reference period, this cold season increase reduces

the seasonal cycle of wind power production.
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Table 4.1: Ensemble mean WPPannual for the communities of focus in the reference period
(1970-1999), and change by the end of the 21st century (2070-2099; columns 2 to 4, rounded
to the nearest whole number for clarity). The robustness (column 5, dimensionless) and sub-
stantiality (column 6, dimensionless) of the change are presented, with robust or substantial
changes (>1) boldface (see Section 3.5).

WPPann

(MWh)
1970-99

�WPPann

(MWh)
2070-99

%�WPPann

2070-99
Robustness
of change

Substantiality
of change

Arviat 3552 180 5 4.59 0.96

Baker Lake 3473 82 2 2.16 0.43

Iqaluit 3289 231 7 6.19 1.05

Iqaluit CL 3301 256 8 6.61 1.19

Rankin Inlet 3804 113 3 2.87 0.62

Sachs Harbour 3197 256 8 5.98 1.07

Sanikiluaq 3961 486 12 12.80 2.58

Umiujaq 3418 302 9 6.97 1.69

Figure 4.1: Ensemble mean WPPday (MWh) by season and community in the reference
period (1970-1999).
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Figure 4.2: Absolute di↵erence in WPPday (MWh) from the 1970-1999 reference period by
season. Mean WPPday was computed over a 30-year rolling window by decade. Axis labels
indicate the starting year of the period, e.g., 2070 corresponds to 2070-2099. Non-robust
changes are masked with hatching. Substantial changes are indicated with a boldface “S”.
Each panel represents values from the model grid cell closest to the stated community.
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Figure 4.3: Daily wind power potential (WPPday; MWh) projections for Iqaluit by season
and annually from 1970 to 2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation
(dark shading), and 5th to 95th percentiles (light shading). Plots for other communities of
focus can be found in Appendix D.
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4.1.2 Northern Canada study area

Over the whole domain, annual mean WPPday is generally greatest over ocean areas, in-

cluding Hudson Bay, the Labrador Sea, and the portions of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans

included in the study area (Figure 4.4). Further north, the Beaufort Sea and Ba�n Bay

have lower annual mean WPP more comparable with continental areas. The continental

regions east and west of Hudson Bay, as well as the Quebec-Labrador Peninsula, see higher

than average WPP. The southern boundary of this domain aligns with the northern limit of

the tree line, suggesting that it results from a transition in roughness length. Areas within

the boreal forest (high roughness length) see the lowest average WPP, while the Canadian

prairies (low roughness length) have moderate WPP. Across the study area, wind power po-

tential in the reference period is greatest in cold seasons (OND, mean WPPday of 9.8 MWh,

and JFM, 8.2 MWh), with lowest mean WPPday in AMJ (7.1 MWh; see Figure 4.5).

Robust change in 30-year mean WPPday is projected for much of the study area, with

the magnitude and sign of the change strongly related to latitude (Figure 4.4). The south-

ern continental interior, much of Western Canada, and the Pacific Ocean see large, robust

decreases in WPPday, up to 20%, across the 21st century. Arctic regions which currently

experience seasonal ice coverage as well as adjacent continental areas are projected to see

robust increases in WPPday, the most considerable being over ocean areas (increases up to

30%). This region of projected robust increase covers most of Nunavut, northern Quebec

(including Nunavik), the Quebec-Labrador Peninsula, and the northern portions of NWT

and the Yukon. Our measure of substantiality is more conservative than robustness. Sub-

stantial changes of mean WPPday do not emerge for most land areas by the end of the

21st century. Only Arctic marine areas, coastal areas directly adjacent to these, and north-

ern Quebec (east of Hudson Bay) are projected to experience substantial increases; while a

smaller portion of the southern Canadian prairies and British Columbia is projected to see

substantial decreases (Figure 4.4). However, considering the ensemble 5th and 95 percentiles

of absolute di↵erence in WPPday (Figure 4.6), by the 2040-2069 period, most of changes are

robust even at the 5th percentile, with the exception of northern continental regions.

Trends in WPPday across the 21st century vary by season in both the sign and magnitude

of change (Figure 4.5). Northern marine areas are generally projected to see robust increases

in all seasons, with decreases only being found in Hudson Bay, Ba�n Bay and the Labrador

Sea in JAS. Largest increases in northern ocean areas are projected for JFM. However,

Hudson Bay also sees large robust increases in AMJ, while the northwestern Canadian Arctic

Archipelago has strong projected increases in OND and is the only region to see robust

increases in JAS. The southern continental interior sees robust decreases in all seasons except

OND, although changes are most prominent in JAS. Unlike the overall trend of decreasing
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continental WPPday, in OND much of the continent is projected to have robust increases in

power production by the end of the 21st century. Robust decreases in power potential are

projected over the Pacific Ocean in most seasons, with the exception of the southern areas

in JAS and northern coastal areas in JFM. By the end of the 21st century, JAS is the only

season which experiences a domain-averaged decrease in WPPday, with the ensemble mean

WPPday becoming lower than AMJ at 7.1 MWh.

Both inter-annual (IAV) and inter-daily variability (IDV) are projected to decrease for

Arctic marine and larger coastal regions, while continental interior regions see increases

(Figure 4.7). Changes in IAV are considerable in some Arctic marine regions, with decreases

of up to 30%, and similar magnitude IAV increases projected over parts of the Canadian

prairies. However, large changes in IDV (up to 18%) are more widespread across northern

marine regions, with a clear inverse relationship to WPP change: IDV decreases in regions

of WPP increase, and increases in regions of WPP decrease. These changes in IDV are likely

due to changes in the magnitude of seasonal di↵erences. For example, in continental regions

where IDV increases, the seasonal cycle is heightened: JAS (lower than averageWPPday) sees

robust decreases, and OND (higher than average WPPday) sees robust increases. Reasons

behind trends in IAV are less clear. Changes in the Beaufort Sea could be due the reduced

inter-annual variability of sea ice as sea ice is lost altogether. In any case, these results

imply that in Arctic and adjacent coastal regions, inter- and intra-annual power potential is

projected to become more stable, with reduced magnitude of seasonal WPP variations.
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Figure 4.4: Ensemble mean reference period (1970-1999) WPPday (MWh, panel A) and
percent di↵erence from the reference period (MWh) for the periods 2010-2039 (B and C),
2040-2069 (D and E), and 2070-2099 (F and G). Individual plot colourbars display the range
of values for that plot, scaled so that colours are directly comparable between plots B to
G. Non-robust (B, D and F) and non-substantial (C, E, and G) changes are masked with
stippling.
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Figure 4.5: Mean WPPday in the reference period (1970-1999; MWh, A to D) and ensemble
mean change (MWh, E to H) by 2070-2099, by season. Individual plot colourbars display
the range of values for that plot, scaled so that colours are comparable between plots for
reference period power production (A to D) and mean change (E to H). Non-robust changes
are masked with stippling. For plots of substantiality see Figure C.1 in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.6: Ensemble mean (column 1), 5th percentile (column 2) and 95th percentile (column 3) daily wind power potential
(WPPday; MWh) in the reference period (1970-1999, row 1). Rows 2 to 4 show the absolute di↵erence from the reference period
(MWh) for the periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099. Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot,
scaled so that colours are comparable between plots of absolute value (row 1) and absolute di↵erence (rows 2-4). Non-robust
changes are masked with stippling.
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Figure 4.7: Daily wind power potential inter-annual variability (column 1) and inter-daily
variability (column 2) for the reference period (1970-1999, row 1, dimensionless) and ensem-
ble mean percent change for the periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099 (rows 2 to 4).
Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot, scaled so that colours
are comparable between plots C to H. For plots of absolute change in IAV and IDV see
Figure C.2.
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4.1.3 Discussion

Trends in the CanRCM4 ensemble mean suggest that the recent wind speed stilling in mid-

latitudes and positive trends at high latitudes revealed in observational (e.g., Tuller 2004;

Vautard et al. 2010; Wan et al. 2010) and reanalysis (e.g., Deng et al. 2021) datasets until

about 2010 will persist into the future. Previous ESM-based studies of projected wind speed

or wind power vary widely in the magnitude, sign, and spatial pattern of change (e.g., Chen

2020). Studies generally agree on projected robust or significant increases in wind power

in high latitude areas, although the extent of increases varies by study. Our results for

WPP are consistent with the sign of wind speeds trends found by most other studies under

extreme (RCP8.5 or SRES A2) climate change scenarios. Jeong & Sushama (2019) used an

RCM driven by two ESMs, projecting increases for northern and eastern Canada by 2071-

2100 in DJF and annually, but decreases across most of southern North America in JJA.

Mioduszewski et al. (2018) also project decreases over most land areas of Canada, as well as

increases for northern coastal areas and far northern interior regions using the CESM large

ensemble simulations. Yao et al. (2012) also projected mean wind speed change of >5% for

coastal areas o↵ James and Hudson Bay by 2071-2100 compared to 1961-1990. However,

di↵erent patterns of change were found by Jung & Schindler (2019) who found only limited

increases projected by CMIP5 models, restricted to the high Arctic Archipelago and Hudson

Bay, and small decreases in northern Quebec, in contrast to the present study. Further, using

CMIP3 models, McInnes et al. (2011) found SWS increases in a northwest-southeast band

across the Canadian continent where we project little or decreasing change; and no change

or decreases in the high Arctic regions projected to have robust increases by the present

study and others (Jeong & Sushama 2019; Mioduszewski et al. 2018).

Projections of multi-model ensemble (MME) wind power density change by Chen (2020)

using NA-CORDEX models for the contiguous USA (excluding much of the study area)

revealed changes of -20% to +20%, with decreases over the East Coast and western Canada,

and increases over northern Ontario, Quebec, and Labrador, consistent in sign of change with

the current study for the limited areas of overlap. Further, their projected increases in DJF

WPD and decreases in JJA WPD for these northern regions of overlap are in agreement with

our work. In contrast to our study, Karnauskas et al. (2018), using CMIP5 models, projected

non-robust changes in wind power resources for most of Canada; increases were projected

only for parts of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. This result is similar to the findings of

Gernaat et al. (2021) using an ISIMIP2b ensemble under RCP6.01, who found increases only

in the same Arctic Archipelago regions, and non-significant decreases elsewhere, including

northern continental areas (Gernaat et al. 2021). Qian & Zhang (2021) in a study of the

Canadian Arctic Archipelago using CMIP6 models also only projected increases in the region

1RCP6.0 at 2100 has approximately the same radiative forcings as RCP8.5 in 2070 (Masui et al. 2011).
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north of 72�N, and decreases to the south.

Our projections of high latitude increases in wind speeds and/or wind power potential

are generally consistent with previous studies, although increasing trends are typically more

spatially restricted than changes projected in the present study.2 Over northern ocean areas,

sea ice extent is closely tied with near-surface wind speeds (see following section). Due to

the bias (underestimation) in sea ice coverage in CanESM2/CanRCM4 (see Section 2.5),

it is likely that robust changes in the far north are apparent earlier and more broadly in

CanRCM4 than other models. In the southern part of our study area, previous studies vary

in sign of projected change, although many studies project decreases similar to our results.

These di↵erences demonstrate the challenges that remain in modelling of near surface wind

speeds (see Section 2.5). Further, while large ensembles (as used in the present study) allow

for better distinction of robust forced change from internal variability, only Mioduszewski

et al. (2018) employed a single model large ensemble, predicting similar patterns to the

present study. Other studies used smaller MME to assess significant change; Karnauskas et

al. (2018), for example, uses a MME of 10 CMIP5 ESMs. While MMEs reduce model-related

uncertainty, they may also reduce ensemble size, and therefore make detecting robust forced

change from internal variability more challenging.

4.1.4 Analysis of potential causes

The divergence of projected wind and WPP changes between ESM-based studies makes

assessment of potential causes of variability critical to understanding CanRCM4 projections.

As discussed in Chapter 2, drivers of change in recent historical wind speed trends remain

uncertain. Suggested causes of changing wind speed include changes in surface roughness

(Vautard et al. 2010), boundary layer stability (Bichet et al. 2012; Mioduszewski et al. 2018),

large scale circulation patterns (Torralba et al. 2017; Vautard et al. 2010), storm tracks (Yan

et al. 2006), and ocean–atmosphere oscillations (Zeng et al. 2019). Changes in sea ice,

storm activity, and atmospheric stability have been suggested as potential causes of near-

surface wind speed (SWS) increases in the Arctic (Mioduszewski et al. 2018). To explore

relationships between these factors, daily mean wind power potential was assessed against

sea ice, atmospheric stability, roughness length, storminess, and air density. Air density was

included in the analysis as it is directly related to wind power potential via Equation (3.15).

For ocean areas only, roughness length was included in the analysis, as changes in model sea

ice cover will result in sizable changes to surface roughness. The impact of roughness length

2Most studies of WPP change use wind speed means on longer timescales (e.g., monthly) in their calcu-
lation of wind resource estimates and change. Karnauskas et al. (2018) assessed the impact of using monthly
versus daily mean wind speeds on wind resource estimates, finding that longer temporal averaging results
in underestimation of wind power potential. However, temporal correlation between monthly versus daily
estimates was high, and therefore relative change would be minimally a↵ected (Karnauskas et al. 2018).
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over land areas was not assessed as land use change is not included in CanRCM4 and other

potential contributors to variations in roughness length are minimal. Assessment of large

scale circulation patterns or ocean-atmosphere oscillations is outside the scope of this study.

Deseasonalized, linearly detrended monthly statistics for the period of 1970-1999 were

used in the following analysis. Correlations were computed point-wise (by grid cell) across

all ensemble members in the reference period. Table 4.2 presents the factors considered, the

monthly statistic used in calculations of correlation and change, and the abbreviated name

used in following discussion.

Table 4.2: Monthly variables considered in a correlation analysis with monthly mean daily
power production. Variables 2 through 4 are used as a set of ‘all’ controlling factors over
land and variables 2 to 6 are used as a set of ‘all’ controlling factors over ocean. Near-surface
wind speed (7) in only used in some instances, as specified. All variables were detrended
with linear detrending and monthly means removed before calculating correlation or partial
correlation.

Variable Abbreviation Monthly statistic

1 Daily power production WPPday Mean

2 Atmospheric stability z/L Median

3 Storminess S Mean

4 Air density ⇢ Mean

5 Sea icea SIC Mean

6 Roughness lengtha
z0 Median

7 Near-surface wind speedb SWS Median
aFor ocean areas only. bOnly used in some instances, as specified.

Sea ice, surface layer stability, and roughness length

AMJ is used for sea ice partial correlation analysis in the following section, as it is a season

of transitional ice cover across most of the study area during the reference period.

CanESM2/CanRCM4 exhibits a strong low bias in sea ice (e.g., Kushner et al. 2018;

Stroeve et al. 2012), particularly in summertime, with modelled sea ice extent less than

half of that observed (see Section 2.5). Over the 21st century, the CanRCM4 ensemble

mean predicts strong decreases in sea ice concentration (SIC) in the study area (Figure 4.8,

panel B), with decreases of almost 100% in almost all areas in JAS and OND (low sea ice

seasons), and for Hudson Bay, the Hudson Strait, and the Labrador Sea in AMJ and JFM

(high sea ice seasons; Figure 4.9). SIC is weakly negatively correlated with WPPday (domain
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average AMJ ⇢WPP,SIC = -0.21). Sea ice loss has been linked to increased turbulent heat

flux and decreased static stability, as measured by z/L (e.g., Deser et al. 2010; Overland

1985; Overland & Wang 2010). Increased heat flux over the ice-free ocean leads to decreases

in static stability, resulting in enhanced turbulent transport of momentum downward into

the planetary boundary layer from the free atmosphere (Knippertz et al. 2000). However,

correlation analysis between z/L and SIC indicates little relationship between sea ice and

surface layer stability (e.g., ocean average AMJ ⇢SIC,z/L = -0.02; see Figure C.3), and the

weak negative correlation between WPPday and SIC was little a↵ected by controlling for

surface layer stability (AMJ ⇢WPP,SIC = -0.21, ⇢WPP,SIC·z/L = -0.22; Figure 4.11). Despite

the weak correlation, a change in median surface layer stability is clear in projections over

both land and oceans (Figure 4.8).

On average, z/L increases strongly across the 21st century over northern marine areas in

the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, increases moderately in the Labrador Sea, and decreases

in southern Hudson Bay and the Pacific Ocean (Figure 4.8, panel F). Over land areas trends

are weaker, as median stability is closer to neutral, with average z/L slightly increasing

over southern regions, and decreasing over northern land areas close to the Arctic Ocean

and Hudson Bay. However, there is a strong seasonal cycle in these trends, and the annual

average is largely the result of AMJ and JAS changes in northern marine areas, o↵set by

oppositely-signed trends in OND and JFM. These changes are consistent with established

relationships between sea ice loss and atmospheric stability (e.g., Overland & Wang 2010,

see Figure C.4). Warm-season increases in z/L over ocean areas are likely due to enhanced

warming over the continent, which, after advection of airmasses over the cooler ocean results

in a stable near-surface layer. Likewise, during OND and JFM, loss of sea ice results in

increased upward heat flux from the relatively warm ocean and more unstable conditions. In

all seasons except JFM these trends tend to bring the atmospheric stratification away from

neutrality over ocean areas: unstable seasons become on average more unstable, and stable

seasons become on average more stable (Figure 4.8, or Figure C.4 for change by season). This

is also true for southern continental regions in most seasons. The general trend away from

neutrality is the opposite of that expected given the increasing wind speeds, as high wind

speeds are associated with near-neutral conditions (e.g., Arya 2001; Baas et al. 2016). This

suggests that increasing SWS and WPP are not causally linked to changes in atmospheric

stability.

The median stability (or instability) also appears to be important to the sign of partial

correlations between WPP and z/L. In stable seasons/locations, correlations are negative,

while in unstable seasons, correlations are positive. Over the whole year, WPP and z/L over

continental regions (generally stable) are weakly negatively correlated (⇢WPP,z/L·allland = -

0.25) and over ocean areas (generally unstable) weakly positively correlated (⇢WPP,z/L·allocean
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Figure 4.8: Ensemble mean in the reference period (column 1) and projected change (either
absolute or percent, as indicated) by 2070-2099 (column 2) for the monthly statistics (see
Table 4.2) of: (A,B) sea ice concentration (SIC); (C,D) roughness length (z0); (E,F) surface
layer stability (z/L); (G,H) absolute surface layer stability (|z/L|); (I,J) air density (⇢); and
(K,L) storminess (percentage of time classified as storm; see Section 3.6). By construction,
storminess in the reference period is almost uniform in 5% occurrence, as storm thresholds
are defined based on the 95th percentile reference period winds. Non-robust changes in
column 2 are masked with stippling. Grey areas over water in panel B indicates reference
period sea ice concentration of less than 1%.
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Figure 4.9: Ensemble mean sea ice concentration in the reference period (1970-1999, %, A-D)
and mean absolute change by 2070-2099 (E-H), by season. Grey areas over water in panels
E to H indicate reference period sea ice concentration of less than 1%. Non-robust changes
are masked with stippling.
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= 0.17, see Figure 4.10). These changing correlations are not consistent with the expected

negative relationship between surface stability and wind speed, in which greater static insta-

bility results in enhanced turbulent transport of momentum downward and increased wind

speeds (e.g., Barthelmie 1999). However, highest wind speeds are associated with near-

neutral atmospheric conditions (Arya 2001; Baas et al. 2016; Barthelmie 1999). By taking

the partial correlation of the absolute value of z/L with WPP controlling for all variables

this result is confirmed: in all seasons, absolute stability is weakly negatively correlated

with WPP, indicating that WPP is positively associated with more neutral conditions (Fig-

ure 4.10). Overall, results do not indicate that decreased static stability over increasingly

ice-free ocean areas is positively related to increases in WPP, as suggested by some previous

studies (e.g., Knippertz et al. 2000; Mioduszewski et al. 2018).3

Previous studies (e.g., Knippertz et al. 2000; Mioduszewski et al. 2018) also link increases

in surface winds to a presumed decrease in surface roughness resulting from sea ice loss.

Lower SIC decrease the surface roughness, and result in faster near-surface wind speeds

and higher WPP. Indeed, monthly median roughness length (z0) over ocean areas decreased

strongly, with changes exceeding 80% in Hudson Bay, coinciding with a decline in mean

sea ice coverage to nearly zero in these areas. No robust change occurs over ocean areas

without sea ice in the reference period (Figure 4.8, panel D). Partial correlation of WPP

and SIC controlling for both z/L and z0 reduces the AMJ correlation ⇢WPP,SIC·z/L,z0 to -

0.07 (Figure 4.11), indicating that roughness length is the most important contributor to

increases in WPP resulting from sea ice loss in our study area.

Storminess

Climate change and its impact on meridional temperature gradients has been linked to north-

ward shifts in storm tracks in the Northern Hemisphere (Shaw et al. 2016). This shift is

the combined result of multiple opposing influences on storm activity. For example, am-

plified warming of the upper troposphere in the tropics and lower troposphere in the polar

regions results in opposing e↵ects on the meridional temperature gradients. Arctic ampli-

fication of surface temperatures reduces the surface temperature gradient, shifting storm

tracks equatorward, while amplified upper troposphere warming in the tropics increases the

temperature gradient, shifting storm tracks poleward (Harvey et al. 2014). Reduced sea ice

cover has also been linked to increased atmospheric instability, baroclinicity, and therefore

increased cyclogenesis (Jaiser et al. 2012).

3Knippertz et al. (2000) argue that this decreased stability may be particularly important over Hudson
Bay, but that roughness length changes may be important over other open ocean areas (e.g. the Greenland
Sea). According to Knippertz et al. (2000), roughness length decreases cannot explain wind speed increases
over Hudson Bay, as roughness lengths in the assessed model are only reduced when sea ice cover reaches
zero, a situation which rarely occurs in Hudson Bay in their study.
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Figure 4.10: Partial correlations between detrended, deseasonalized WPPday and surface
layer stability in the reference period (1970-1999, all seasons) controlling for all other land or
water factors as appropriate (panel 1); and the same correlations but between WPPday and
absolute surface layer stability (panel 2). Non-significant (p>0.05) correlations are masked
out with grey.

We define storminess as the percentage of time in which SWS exceeds the 95th percentile

SWS of 1970-1999 for at least 6 hours (see Section 3.6). Our study indicates that monthly

mean storminess is fairly highly correlated with mean WPPday in all seasons (domain mean

annual ⇢WPP,S·land = 0.59, ⇢WPP,S·ocean = 0.37, see Figure 4.12). Across the domain, changes

in storminess over the 21st century generally follow the spatial patterns projected for WPP

change, with ensemble mean changes of greater than 100% projected in some northern marine

areas, and decreases over southern Canada (see Figure 4.8 panel L; and also Figure C.5 for

seasonal patterns). Correlations over ocean areas were smaller than over landmasses, likely

due the fact that the mean wind speed is already closer to the turbine rated wind speed over

oceans, limiting potential power production gains under high-wind conditions. Correlation

of wind power density (Equation (3.13), which does not consider cut-in or cut-out wind

speeds) with storminess confirms this, revealing an almost one-to-one correlation across the

entire study area controlling for all factors (not shown). Further, extreme wind speeds over

ocean areas may already be close to the turbine cut-out wind speed, so that increasing

storminess may result in increased down-time (zero power output). Indeed, controlling for

the median wind speed causes a reversal of correlations in areas with high baseline wind

speed (where storm conditions could result in high-wind turbine cut-out), resulting in weak

negative correlation between WPP and storminess over most southern (more ice-free, higher

median SWS) marine areas (Figure 4.12).

The correlation between meanWPP and storminess is not surprising. Increases in extreme

wind speeds could be due to either a rightward shift in the entire distribution of wind speeds,

or a change in its skewness (a longer tail in the distribution, potentially due to changes in

cyclone activity), or both. While our assessment does confirm a positive correlation between

extreme wind speeds and increased power production over most land areas and the Canadian
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Figure 4.11: Partial correlations between detrended, deseasonalized WPPday and sea ice
concentration in AMJ in the reference period (1970-1999) controlling for no factors (row 1),
surface stability (z/L, row 2), and z/L and roughness length (z0; row 3). Domain average
⇢WPP,SIC= -0.21, ⇢WPP,SIC·z/L = -0.22, and ⇢WPP,SIC·z/L,z0 = -0.07. Non-significant (p>0.05)
correlations are masked out with grey.

Arctic Archipelago, the reasons behind increased storminess (e.g., a shift in wind speed

distribution or increased frequency of cyclonic storms) remains uncertain. Assessment of

changes in synoptic activity through other methods is outside the scope of this study, but

future research could consider measures using mean sea level pressure or lower-tropospheric

vorticity to better understand contributions of changes in storm tracks or cyclone counts.
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Air density

Air density was included in the analysis as it is directly related to wind power potential

via Equation (3.15). It is also closely linked with air temperature through the Ideal Gas

Law (Equation (3.6)): all other parameters remaining stationary, as temperature increases

we expect density to decrease. As Arctic amplification of global warming has large impacts

on northern temperatures, robust decreases in air density of up to 5% are projected (Fig-

ure 4.8, panel J), most markedly over ocean areas in cold seasons (JFM and OND), likely

related to declining sea ice4. Due to the direct proportionality of WPP with ⇢, we expect

positive correlations, however, calculated ⇢WPP,⇢ is negative even controlling for all factors

(domain mean annual ⇢WPP,⇢ = -0.24, ⇢WPP,⇢·all = -0.18, Figure 4.13). This suggests the

existence of a strong positive relationship between temperature and SWS, which o↵sets the

negative correlation between temperature (as a proxy for density) and WPP described via

Equation (3.15). The reasons behind this correlation are unclear.

4.1.5 Conclusions

Overall, WPP is projected to increase by up to 30% across the northernmost part of the

study area, including all Canadian Arctic marine areas and adjacent continental regions,

with changes most pronounced in cold seasons. However, southern portions of the study

area and the Pacific Ocean are projected to see moderate decreases in WPP. Both inter-

annual and inter-daily variability of WPP decrease for the communities of focus. Over the

whole domain, decreases in inter-daily variability are associated with regions of annual mean

WPP increase, and increases with mean WPP decrease. This is due to changes that tend

4Indeed, air density and sea ice are positively correlated, see Figure C.3.

Figure 4.12: Partial correlations between detrended, deseasonalized WPPday and storminess
in the reference period (1970-1999, all seasons) controlling for all other land or water factors
as appropriate (panel 1); and all other land or water factors as well as median near-surface
wind speed (panel 2). Non-significant (p>0.05) correlations are masked out with grey.
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to dampen or heighten the seasonal cycle of WPP.

Over the northern ocean regions, increases in WPP are weakly correlated with sea ice

loss and associated reduced roughness lengths, while the influence of decreased atmospheric

stability from cool-season sea ice loss is not apparent. Due to the bias (underestimation)

in sea ice coverage in CanESM2/CanRCM4, it is likely that robust, substantial changes in

the far north are apparent earlier in CanRCM4 than other models. Increases (decreases) in

storminess as defined in this study play a role in northern-coastal (southern-interior) changes;

however, di↵erences in synoptic storm activity are di�cult to distinguish from shifts in wind

speed distribution using the methods in this work. Changes in large scale circulation patterns

and ocean-atmosphere oscillations have been suggested as an important contributor to SWS

variability in other works (e.g., St. George & Wolfe 2009; Torralba et al. 2017; Vautard et al.

2010; Zeng et al. 2019). While not directly assessed in this study, these factors are implicitly

present in variations in storminess and sea ice, and could be an avenue of further study.

4.2 Solar power potential

This section will first consider solar power potential (SPP) variability and change for the

communities of focus and then for the entire domain. Potential causes of change will then

be assessed.

4.2.1 Communities of focus

Solar power potential in Canada is largely determined by latitude, due its influence on

total downwelling solar radiation over the course of the year. The communities of focus are

located in northern regions, and therefore have comparatively low SPP when considering

Figure 4.13: Correlation between detrended, deseasonalized WPPday and air density in the
reference period (1970-1999, all seasons), controlling for no factors (panel 1) or controlling for
all other land or water factors as appropriate (panel 2). Non-significant (p>0.05) correlations
are masked out with grey.
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the domain average. Sachs Harbour, the most northerly community, has the lowest reference

period annual solar power potential (SPPannual) at 663 MWh, while Sanikiluaq, the most

southerly community, has the highest SPPannual at 881 MWh (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.14).

Given the same installation capacity, the annual power potential of solar power is about 4

to 5 times lower than that of wind power for the communities of focus (see Table 4.1 for

WPPannual). However, SPP has not been optimized in this work due to the assumption of

horizontal panel orientation, instead of more e�cient tilted orientations (see Section 3.4).

Further, this study does not take into account economic considerations of installation.

Seasonally, SPP has a predictable annual cycle across all communities. Mean SPPday

is greatest in AMJ, followed by JAS, and is lowest in OND. This strong seasonality di↵ers

from wind power potential, which exhibits slightly di↵erent annual cycles depending on

location. All communities are projected to experience a decrease in mean SPPannual across

the 21st century (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.14), although, as for wind power, the magnitude and

seasonality of the change vary by location (Figure 4.15). Annual mean decreases of ⇠16%

are projected by the end of the 21st century in Sanikiluaq and Iqaluit. The smallest change is

projected for Rankin Inlet (annual mean decrease of ⇠6%, see Table 4.3). Projected change

by season, presented in Figure 4.15, indicates that annual SPPday trends are chiefly driven

by large AMJ decreases in potential energy production. However, by mid-century AMJ, JFM

and OND all see robust and substantial decreases in SPPday for all communities. JAS trends

emerge later and vary in sign by location (see Figure 4.15), with more northerly locations

projected to see decreases and more southerly communities projected to see increases. Time

of emergence for robust changes in SPPannual occurs by 2000-2029 for most communities in

JFM, AMJ, and OND (Figure 4.15). In all seasons except JAS, substantial changes emerge

by 2050-2079. The strength of the forced change for SPP is much stronger than that ofWPP,

for which robust changes emerge slightly later and less broadly, and substantial changes not

at all for many communities.

Figure 4.16 presents the ensemble mean trend in SPPday across the 21st century for Rankin

Inlet, also showing the standard deviation and 5th and 95th percentiles. Both inter-annual

variability (IAV) and intra-daily variability (IDV, measured using coe�cients of variation,

see Section 3.8 for definitions) increase over the course of the century for all communities

(Table C.2). This result contrasts with changes to variability of WPP, for which decreases

in both IDV and IAV are projected (see Section 4.1 and Table C.1).

4.2.2 Northern Canada study area results and discussion

Over the whole domain, annual mean SPPday is largely determined by latitude through its

influence on annual top of atmosphere solar irradiance (Figure 4.17, panel A). However, some
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Table 4.3: Ensemble mean SPPannual for the communities of focus in the reference period
(1970-1999), and change by the end of the 21st century (2070-2099; columns 2 to 4, rounded
to the nearest whole number for clarity). The robustness (column 5, dimensionless) and
substantiality (column 6, dimensionless) of the change are presented. Note that all changes
are robust and substantial (>1, boldface; see Section 3.5).

SPPann

(MWh)
1970-99

�SPPann

(MWh)
2070-99

%�SPPann

2070-99
Robustness
of change

Substantiality
of change

Arviat 803 -58 -7 12.08 2.26

Baker Lake 795 -68 -9 15.06 2.55

Iqaluit 773 -122 -16 25.23 4.31

Iqaluit CL 797 -107 -13 18.61 3.48

Rankin Inlet 829 -51 -6 10.45 1.94

Sachs Harbour 663 -89 -13 14.82 2.52

Sanikiluaq 881 -143 -16 18.96 4.24

Umiujaq 789 -98 -12 14.72 3.01

Figure 4.14: Ensemble mean SPPday (MWh) by season and community in the reference
period (1970-1999).
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Figure 4.15: Absolute di↵erence in mean daily solar power production (MWh) from the 1970-
1999 reference period by season. Mean SPPday was computed in a 30-year rolling window
by decade. Axis labels indicate the starting year of the period, e.g., 2070 corresponds to
2070-2099. Non-robust changes are masked with hatching. Substantial changes are indicated
with a boldface “S”. Each panel represents values from the model grid cell closest to the
stated community.
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Figure 4.16: Daily solar power production (MWh) projections for Rankin Inlet by season
and annually from 1970 to 2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation
(dark shading), and 5th to 95th percentiles (light shading). Plots for other communities of
focus can be found in Appendix D.
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regional hot spots stand out from this large-scale trend. CanRCM4 grid cells classified as

glacier ice are identifiable by their locally high SPPday, including locations in southwestern

British Columbia, northern Ba�n Island, Greenland, and the northern West Coast. These

anomalies may be due to the multiple reflections of shortwave radiation up from the ice

surface and then back down from the underside of clouds, when present. The Canadian

prairies are another region of relatively high SPP, likely related to low cloud cover in com-

bination with its southern location. Across the study area, mean SPP varies with the solar

seasons (Figure 4.18). Domain average SPPday in the reference period is greatest in AMJ

(4.2 MWh), followed by JAS (2.8 MWh), and lowest in OND (0.6 MWh). The high SPP in

AMJ compared to JAS is due to greater downwelling radiation, likely related to larger JAS

values of cloud cover and atmospheric water (Figure C.10 and Figure C.11). In addition, over

snow and ice-covered areas with low-level clouds (the Arctic is quite cloudy; Serreze & Barry

2014), multiple surface-cloud reflections can increase surface DSR considerably relative to

snow and ice-free conditions (Wendler et al. 1981).

A robust decrease in 30-year annual mean SPPday is projected over the entire study area by

as early as 2010-2039, with the exception of the southern parts of ocean regions (Figure 4.17).

Large decreases are projected for British Columbia and northern regions, while the southern

continental interior sees more moderate decreases. Arctic regions which currently experience

seasonal ice coverage, as well as adjacent continental areas, are projected to see the most

considerable decreases in SPPday, up to 30% over some ocean areas of Hudson Bay and

the Foxe Basin. This region of large projected decrease covers most of Nunavut, Northern

Quebec (including Nunavik), the Quebec-Labrador Peninsula, and the northern portions of

NWT and the Yukon. Our measure of substantiality is more conservative than robustness;

but substantial changes of mean SPPday emerge for the entire domain by the end of the 21st

century, excepting southern parts of ocean areas (Figure 4.17). In addition, looking at the

ensemble 5th and 95 percentiles of absolute di↵erence in SPPday (Figure 4.19), most changes

are robust even at the 5th percentile as early as 2010-2039.

Trends in SPPday across the 21st century vary by season in both the sign and magnitude

of change (Figure 4.18). Robust decreases are generally projected in all seasons for northern

regions, excluding Hudson Bay in JAS, with greatest change in AMJ (domain average -

0.5 MWh by 2070-2099), followed by JFM (-0.2 MWh). JAS is the only season for which

increases in SPPday are projected, and sees a strong latitudinal control: southern regions

are projected to increase and northern regions to decrease. The absolute change in OND is

small, due to low baseline SPP, but the percentage change is high (see Figure C.7 for maps

of percentage change). The greatest percentage change is seen in JFM (particularly over

northern ocean areas) and OND (particularly over northern continental areas). By 2070-

2099, changes are substantial over almost the entire study area in all seasons except JAS
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(see Figure C.7).

Inter-annual (IAV) and inter-daily variability (IDV) of solar power potential are projected

to increase across the 21st century for most of the study area (Figure 4.20), with increases

in IAV up to 100%. These extreme IAV increases are not monotonic in time and are highly

localized, particularly in northern ocean areas. The Foxe Basin (just north of Hudson Bay)

sees larger IAV in 2040-2069 than in 2070-2099, suggesting that variability in sea ice is

strongly linked to variability in SPP. The mid-century is a period of high projected ice

variability (and SPP variability) in the Foxe Basin, before it largely disappears in this

region by the end of century, coinciding with IAV decreases (not shown). In contrast, the

small straits in the western Arctic Archipelago lose sea ice later, and therefore experience

higher variability at the end of the century. For inter-daily variability, increases are largely

monotonic and are more spatially uniform, although still greatest over northern ocean areas.

Changes in the magnitude of seasonal di↵erences are unlikely to be a large contributor to

SPP IDV change. SPP IDV is projected to increase even in regions where all seasons see a

decrease in mean SPP (i.e., the most northerly part of the study area). Therefore, potential

amplification of the seasonal cycle alone cannot explain IDV increases. These results imply

that across the domain, and particularly in Arctic and adjacent coastal regions, SPP is

projected to become less stable, especially during periods of sea ice transition.

The results of this study largely agree with other projections of change in solar power

potential or solar irradiance under extreme (RCP8.5 or SRES A2) climate change scenarios.

Most studies project decreases over the study area for DSR (e.g., Huber et al. 2016; Remund

& Müller 2010; Wild et al. 2015a) or PV potential (e.g., Crook et al. 2011; Wild et al. 2015a;

Zou et al. 2019). However, some studies project minimal change (Haywood et al. 2011)

or small increases in southern Canada (using ISIMIP2b models under RCP6.0, Gernaat et

al. 2021). Projections using CMIP5 and CMIP3 models agree with our results of strong

decreases in PV potential at northern high latitudes, and larger decreases in these regions

than at lower latitudes (Crook et al. 2011; Gernaat et al. 2021; Wild et al. 2015a; Zou et al.

2019).
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Figure 4.17: Ensemble mean reference period (1970-1999) SPPday (MWh, panel A) and
percent di↵erence from the reference period for the periods 2010-2039 (B and C), 2040-2069
(D and E), and 2070-2099 (F and G). Individual plot colourbars display the range of values
for that plot, scaled so that colours are comparable between plots of percent di↵erence. Non-
robust (B, D and F) and non-substantial (C, E and G) changes are masked with stippling.
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Figure 4.18: Mean SPPday in the reference period (1970-1999; MWh, A to D) and ensemble
mean change (MWh, E to H) by 2070-2099, by season. Individual plot colourbars display
the range of values for that plot, scaled so that colours are comparable between plots for
reference period power production (A to D) and mean change (E to H). Non-robust changes
are masked with stippling. For plots of substantiality see Figure C.6 in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.19: Ensemble mean (column 1), 5th percentile (column 2) and 95th percentile (column 3) daily solar power potential
(SPPday, MWh) in the reference period (1970-1999, row 1). Rows 2 to 4 show the absolute di↵erence from the reference period
(MWh) for the periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099. Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot,
scaled so that colours are comparable between plots of absolute value (row 1) absolute di↵erence (rows 2-4). Non-robust changes
are masked with stippling.
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Figure 4.20: Daily solar power potential (SPPday) inter-annual variability (column 1) and
inter-daily variability (column 2) for the reference period (1970-1999, row 1, dimensionless)
and ensemble mean percent change for the periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099
(rows 2 to 4). Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot, scaled so
that colours are comparable between plots of IAV change (C, E and G) and IDV change (D,
F and H). For plots of absolute change in IAV and IDV see Figure C.8.
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4.2.3 Analysis of potential causes

To assess the individual influence of changes in solar irradiance (DSR), temperature, and

near-surface wind speed (SWS) on projected changes in SPP, mean SPPday was also cal-

culated using a combination of future (2070-2099) and reference period (1970-1999) inputs,

as detailed in Section 3.7. As can be seen in Figure 4.21, changes due to DSR (panel C)

contribute the most to the overall change in SPPday (panel B), particularly over northern

maritime regions. Over the continent, total change in DSR is smaller, and the influence of

temperature (panel E) becomes of comparable influence to DSR. Over the Pacific Ocean,

the opposing influences of increasing DSR and increasing temperature counteract one an-

other, leading to small or non-robust changes in SPP. Change in wind speed (panel D) has

a negligible impact over the entire study area.

Figure 4.21: Ensemble mean SPPday in the reference period (1970-1999, MWh, panel A) and
percent di↵erence in mean SPPday by 2070-2099: (B) changing all factors; (C) changing DSR
only; (D) changing SWS only; and (E) changing temperature only. Non-robust di↵erences
have been masked out with grey.
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4.2.4 Contributors to change in downwelling solar irradiance

As the fundamental determinant of PV power, it is worthwhile to investigate potential causes

of change in downwelling solar irradiance (DSR). As expected, DSR decreases robustly across

the study domain over the 21st century (Figure 4.22, or Figure C.9 for change by season).

Top of atmosphere irradiance has no long-term trend in CanRCM4 as transient solar forcing

is not included in the model. Therefore, downwelling surface solar irradiance is determined

by the extent of reflection, absorption and scattering of radiation in the atmosphere. The

presence of cloud cover, radiatively active gases (largely water vapour), and aerosols are

the major determinants of surface radiation (Haywood et al. 2011; Wild 2009). Aerosol

forcings in CanRCM4 include transient black carbon, organic carbon, volcanic aerosols, and

anthropogenic sulfate aerosols. Cloudiness is examined through changes in CanRCM4 total

cloud area fraction (CLT) in combination with column condensed water (liquid and ice)

content (CLW). As CLT does not take into account the importance of cloud-type in the

amount of irradiance reflected, CLW provides some indication of the cloud characteristics

(for example, low-level stratus cloud with high optical depth hold more water). Water vapour

can be investigated through CanRCM4 column water vapour (CWV). Aerosol optical depth

is not available from CanRCM4 output and has not been directly investigated here.

Correlation and partial correlation were calculated for DSR with potential influencing

factors (see Section 3.6 for methods). However, daily means were used instead of monthly

statistics in order to capture the highly variable nature of solar irradiance. Daily means

were calculated using only time points where DSR>0 (as variations of, for example, cloud

cover during night are irrelevant for this application). Correlations were computed for each

Table 4.4: Variables considered in a correlation analysis with mean downwelling shortwave
radiation. Variables 2 through 4 are used as a set of ‘all’ controlling factors over land and
variables 2 to 5 are used as a set of ‘all’ controlling factors over ocean. All variables were
detrended with linear detrending and deseasonalized before calculating correlation or partial
correlation.

Variable Abbreviation Daily statistic

1 Downwelling shortwave radiation DSR MeanDSR>0

2 Cloud area fraction CLT MeanDSR>0

3 Column condensed (liquid & ice) water CLW MeanDSR>0

4 Column water vapour CWV MeanDSR>0

5 Sea icea SIC Daily model output
aFor ocean areas only.
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realization using linearly detrended, deseasonalized (ordinal date mean removed5) values in

the 1970 to 1999 period, and then averaged across the ensemble. Table 4.4 presents the

factors of interest, the daily statistic used, and the abbreviated name used in the following

discussion. AMJ was selected for in depth analysis of the correlations described below as it

is a season of peak ice cover and solar irradiance across the study area.

Changes in cloudiness

Clouds generally reduce DSR through absorption or reflection of radiation. Local increases

of DSR above its clear-sky value due to reflection from the sides of clouds are not modelled in

CanRCM4. In the Arctic, low-level stratus clouds with high albedo are prevalent, particularly

in the summer (Serreze & Barry 2014). Increases in cloudiness have been linked to decreases

in DSR and/or PV potential over Canada under various climate change scenarios (e.g.,

Feron et al. 2021; Huber et al. 2016; Wild et al. 2015a; Zou et al. 2019). In general, the

ocean areas of our study area are very cloudy, with some locations exceeding mean AMJ

CLT of 90% in the reference period (Figure 4.22, panel C, or Figure C.10 for change by

season). Robust changes in cloud characteristics are projected across the 21st century in

CanRCM4 (Figure 4.22), for both CLT (panels C & D) and CLW (panels I & J). CLW

shows strong increases across the domain (up to 100% in winter seasons) in all seasons except

JAS (southern regions only), although more moderate increases are projected over Hudson

Bay and other northern ocean areas (regions where large DSR decreases are projected, see

Figure C.11). In contrast, CLT increases over most land areas, but decreases over many

northern ocean areas (an absolute decrease in the range of 0 to 8% coverage, see Figure 4.22,

panel D, or Figure C.10 for change by season). Projected decreases in ocean CLT contrast

with the expected relationship between sea ice and cloud cover. Observational studies have

shown a link between Arctic sea ice decline and increased cloudiness (Eastman & Warren

2010), and most modelling studies project increases in Arctic cloud cover (e.g., Trenberth &

Fasullo 2009). While the reasoning behind the trend in CLT is unclear, overall, these results

indicate that changes in cloud characteristics (i.e., optical depth) are more important in

determining surface DSR in CanRCM4 than total cloud cover (i.e., areal extent). Consistent

with this fact, CLW shows strong increases (up to 100%) that coincide with projected DSR

decreases (and similar relationships with JAS increases).

As expected, correlations of DSR with CLT and CLW are negative (Figure 4.23, panels A

and G), even when controlling for CWV and SIC (panels B and H). For CLT, correlations

5For DSR only, the seasonal cycle was removed using division rather than subtraction to assess relative
change in DSR. This method accounts for the seasonally varying maximum possible DSR, which is controlled
by top of atmosphere solar irradiance and impacts the absolute magnitude of DSR response to potential
influencing factors.
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Figure 4.22: Ensemble mean in the reference period (column 1) and projected change (either
absolute or percent, as indicated) in AMJ by 2070-2099 (column 2) for the variables: monthly
mean downwelling shortwave radiation (DSR, A & B); monthly mean cloud area fraction
(CLT, C & D); monthly mean sea ice concentration (SIC, E & F); monthly mean column
water vapour (CWV, G & H); and monthly mean column liquid and ice water content (CLW,
I & J). Non-robust changes in column 2 are masked with stippling. Grey areas over water
in panel F indicates reference period sea ice concentration of less than 1%
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Figure 4.23: Ensemble mean AMJ correlations (column 1) and partial correlations (column
2) in the reference period (1970-1999) between downwelling shortwave radiation (DSR) and
cloud area fraction (CLT, A & B), sea ice concentration (SIC, C & D) column water vapour
(CWV, E & F), and column liquid and ice water content (CLW, G & H). Correlations
and partial correlations are taken between daily means as described in Table 4.4. Partial
correlations are taken controlling for all other land or water factors, as appropriate, however,
controlling for sea ice over water areas does not notably change correlations. Non-significant
(p>0.05) correlations are masked out with grey.
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with DSR are stronger over land areas (where CLT has a long-term increasing trend in AMJ)

than water areas (where CLT has a decreasing trend, panels A and B). This land-sea contrast

may be because attenuation of DSR by Arctic clouds can be somewhat counteracted by

multiple surface-cloud reflections when surface snow or ice is present (Serreze & Barry 2014).

Under low-level stratus clouds, Wendler et al. (1981) found a 70% decrease in downward

DSR in Barrow, Alaska during late summer (low surface albedo) relative to early spring

(high surface albedo). Indeed, ⇢DSR,CLT ·all over ocean areas is lower in AMJ (-0.53) than

in JAS (-0.71, Figure 4.24). Controlling for sea ice does not considerably impact partial

correlations in AMJ (⇢DSR,CLT ·CWV,CLW = -0.50; ⇢DSR,CLT ·all = -0.53). However, this may

be because sea ice is near to its greatest extent in AMJ, and so DSR will not be greatly

impacted by small variations in the mostly ice-covered ocean.

In summary, column condensed water is more important than cloud area fraction in de-

termining future changes to DSR (decreases) in CanRCM4. CLW increases robustly across

the 21st century over both land and water, and is strongly negatively correlated with DSR.

Meanwhile, CLT is also strongly negatively correlated with DSR, but is projected to decrease

over Arctic ocean areas. Therefore, projected changes in DSR are likely linked to changes in

cloud characteristics that result in more e↵ective reflection of radiation, but not necessarily

a change in overall cloud coverage over ocean areas.

Changes in column water vapour

Increasing atmospheric temperature is expected to result in increased total column water

vapour (CWV) due to the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship (O’Gorman & Muller 2010). In

addition to acting as a greenhouse gas, CWV is one of the most important radiatively active

Figure 4.24: Ensemble mean AMJ and JAS partial correlations in the reference period
(1970-1999) between downwelling shortwave radiation (DSR) and cloud area fraction (CLT)
in AMJ (A) and JAS (B). Correlations are taken between daily means as described in
Table 4.4. Partial correlations are taken controlling for all other land or water factors,
as appropriate, however, controlling for sea ice over water areas does not notably change
correlations. Non-significant (p>.05) correlations are masked out with grey.
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gases in the shortwave (Kvalev̊ag & Myhre 2007), absorbing and scattering radiation in

the atmosphere. Using HadGEM2-ES, Haywood et al. (2011) concluded that increases in

atmospheric water vapour were the driving factor of large projected decreases in worldwide

cloud-free DSR. Similarly, Bartók et al. (2017) cited atmospheric water vapour as the driver

of projected 21st century DSR decreases for an RCM multi-model ensemble over Europe

(where no significant change in cloudiness was projected). Our results project a robust

increase in CWV by 2070-2099 in all seasons (Figure C.12), with increases up to 70% in

AMJ (Figure 4.22, panel H). A moderate negative correlation between DSR and CWV is

present, although partial correlation accounting for cloud factors and sea ice indicates a

weak relationship (Figure 4.23, panel F). However, CWV is highly correlated with CLW

(Figure 4.25) due to the dependence of column liquid water on the availability of water

vapour. Controlling for cloudiness in correlations of CWV and DSR may not accurately

represent the true importance of CWV on surface irradiance. Without model output clear-

sky DSR and aerosol optical depth, it is di�cult to unambiguously attribute all-sky DSR

changes to changing column water vapour. Overall, we can conclude that column water

vapour is projected to increase, and this likely contributes to decreases in DSR.
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Figure 4.25: Correlation matrix for daily means as described in Table 4.4: downwelling shortwave radiation (DSR); column water
vapour (CWV); column liquid and ice water content (CLW); cloud area fraction (CLT); and sea ice concentration (SIC). Land areas
for SIC correlations as well as non-significant (p>0.05) correlations have been masked out with grey. Correlations were computed
for each ensemble member for detrended, deseasonalized 1970-1999 values and then averaged across the ensemble.
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Sea ice concentration and aerosols

Daily sea ice concentration (SIC) is weakly positively correlated with DSR (Figure 4.23,

panel C), a relationship that grows stronger once cloud factors and column water vapour

are accounted for (panel D). While our results indicate SIC is largely uncorrelated with

cloud factors (Figure 4.25), decreases in sea ice have been linked to enhanced surface fluxes

and conditions conducive to cloud formation (Huang et al. 2019). However, thick cloud

cover is also connected to enhanced sea ice melt through increased downward longwave flux

(Huang et al. 2019), although likely on timescales longer than the daily averages used in

our correlation analysis. The positive correlation between SIC and DSR controlling for all

factors indicates that other contributors to DSR variation are related to sea ice presence or

absence.

Loss of sea ice can increase aerosols through generation of sea salt aerosols over the open

ocean (Haywood et al. 2011). The CanRCM4 bulk aerosol scheme includes sea salt aerosols

(see Scinocca et al. 2016 and references therein). Further, while aerosol forcings in RCP8.5

prescribe decreasing anthropogenic aerosol emissions, and decreases in aerosol optical depth

(AOD) are projected for most of North America (e.g., Chen 2021; Haywood et al. 2011), not

all parts of the globe are projected to see decreases in AOD (Westervelt et al. 2015). Many

studies project increasing AOD over northern ocean areas over the 21st century. Haywood

et al. (2011) project increases in AOD over ocean areas of the study area (and decreases over

land areas) by the end of the 21st century, attributing marine region increases to sea-salt

aerosol generation. Using GFDL CM3, Westervelt et al. (2015) projected increases in total

AOD over Hudson Bay and northern Quebec and Labrador by the end of the 21st century.

Huber et al. (2016) projected increases in AOD over northern Canada from 1995-99 to 2035-

39 using E39C-A and ECHAM5-HAM. While Feron et al. (2021) used 7 CMIP5 models under

RCP4.5, and projected decrease in aerosol optical depth by 2036-2065 in northern Canada, a

relatively small impact of sea ice may be expected under this more moderate climate change

scenario in the relatively near future. Overall, most studies agree that projected AOD will

increase with climate change over northern high latitudes. AOD is not available as standard

CanRCM4 output and so was not directly investigated here. However, future work could

investigate its contributions to 21st century DSR change through available aerosol output

fields from CanRCM4’s parent model, CanESM2.

4.2.5 Conclusions

A robust decrease in 30-year mean SPPday is projected over the entire study area by as

early as 2010-2039. Arctic regions which currently experience seasonal ice coverage, as well

as adjacent continental areas, are projected to see the largest decreases in SPPday, of up
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to 30%. The projected northern high-latitude decreases largely agree with other studies of

solar photovoltaic potential or solar irradiance in northern Canada (e.g., Huber et al. 2016;

Wild et al. 2015a; Zou et al. 2019). Seasonally, the greatest change is projected for AMJ

over northern parts of the study area. Inter-annual and inter-daily variability are projected

to increase across the 21st century, associated with less stable solar power potential, and

have a strong connection to periods of sea-ice transition.

Decreases in SPP can be attributed to projected DSR reductions over the 21st century.

DSR changes are associated with increasing cloud cover (CLT) over continental areas, and are

strongly associated with changes in cloud characteristics (optical depth, indicated through

increases in CLW) over both ocean and water areas. Over areas which typically experience

seasonal ice or snow coverage in the reference period, diminishing extent may partially o↵set

cloud cover changes by reducing the amount of radiation from multiple surface-cloud reflec-

tions. Changes in clear-sky (cloud free) DSR may also contribute to all-sky DSR changes

through changes in water vapour or aerosols. Projected increases in atmospheric column wa-

ter vapour are likely linked with decreases in overall DSR. While prescribed anthropogenic

aerosol loading is expected to decrease in most future scenarios, prognostic aerosol concen-

trations may increase over parts of the study area (e.g., increased sea salt loading due to sea

ice loss). Aerosol contributions were not investigated here because AOD is not a standard

output field from CanRCM4. However, future investigation of available aerosol fields from

CanESM2 may provide insight into the importance of aerosols in DSR changes.
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4.3 Covariability of wind power and solar power

As discussed in previous chapters, both wind and solar power vary on sub-daily to inter-

annual time scales, although the characteristics of their variability di↵er. Solar power, in

particular, exhibits large, predictable daily and seasonal cycles, while wind power exhibits

more stochastic behaviour with moderate seasonal variations. The covariability of wind and

solar power is investigated here to assess if combined wind-solar installations could be used

to minimize sub-annual power variability.

Correlations between detrended, deseasonalized monthly mean WPPday and SPPday (re-

ferred to for the remainder of this section as WPP and SPP) indicate that there is a weak

negative correlation between solar and wind power in most of the study area (Figure 4.26,

panel A). However, in the Canadian prairies, just leeward of the Rocky Mountains, cor-

relations are weakly positive; the association of wind and solar power is likely due to the

characteristic influence of flow over the Western Cordillera (e.g., dry Chinook winds). The

largely negative correlations indicate that – relative to the monthly average – months of

lower wind power are more likely to have slightly higher solar power, and vice versa. This

correlation structure remains largely constant across the 21st century, with the exception

of the Labrador Sea (Figure 4.26, A and C). If the seasonal cycle is retained when taking

correlations, relationships are much stronger and negative across the study area, with the

greatest correlations over Pacific Canada (Figure 4.26, B and D). This result indicates that

the annual cycle of wind and solar power complement each other such that months/seasons

of low WPP can be expected to have higher than average SPP, and vice versa, and that

combined wind-solar installations could reduce seasonal variability in power output. The

annual cycles of WPP and SPP are illustrated for the communities of focus in Figure 4.27.

While wind power production typically peaks in OND and experiences a summer minimum,

solar power production peaks in the summer months with a winter minimum. Correlations

of monthly WPP with SPP including the seasonal cycle range between -0.10 and -0.51 for

the communities of focus (see Table C.3 in Appendix C). Figure 4.28 shows scatter plots

of WPP and SPP for detrended values in Arviat, both deseasonalized and including the

seasonal cycle. The weak correlations of WPP with SPP are apparent from the rounded

point clouds. Also apparent in OND and JFM are a high number of zero values for SPP due

to months of total darkness.

Since monthly mean wind and solar power are negatively correlated due to their ap-

proximately oppositely-phased seasonal cycles, a combined wind/solar installation reduces

intra-annual variability. The coe�cient of variation (CoV) of monthly mean values is used

to assess intra-annual variability relative to average power output. As shown in Figure 4.29,

the CoV of a combined installation of equal capacity wind and solar power for 1970-1999
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Figure 4.26: Correlations between monthly mean WPP and monthly mean SPP in the ref-
erence period (1970-1999, A and B) and end of century (2070-2099, C and D), for detrended
values with seasonal cycle removed (A and C) and detrended values retaining the seasonal
cycle (B and D). Non-significant (p>0.05) values have been masked with grey.

(panel A) is lower than the CoV of either solely wind (panel C) or solely solar (panel E).

Installation of double the wind power capacity compared to solar capacity (i.e., doubling

the number of turbines per grid cell in our analysis, panel D) or double the solar power

capacity to wind (doubling the solar panels per grid cell, panel F) results in higher CoV or

marginal decreases across the domain. Large decreases in CoV are seen only in coastal and

mountainous British Columbia for a two-to-one solar to wind ratio. Over the 21st century,

the combined CoV is expected to decrease in some northern maritime regions (panel B),

where we see greatest change in WPP (see Figure 4.4), and to increase in other regions.

These changes are likely driven by individual changes in IDV of both wind and solar power,

as discussed in the sections above, rather than changes in covariability of the two. The

negative correlations between monthly wind and solar power as well as reduced CoV from

combined installations show that combined power generation stabilizes power supplies over

the course of the year, with increasing stability in most of the Canadian high latitudes into

the 21st century.
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Figure 4.27: Annual cycle of monthly mean WPPday and monthly mean SPPday in 1970-
1999 for communities of focus, assuming an equal installation capacity of 900 kW for both
power types. Values are taken from the closest gridpoint to the latitude and longitude of
each community.
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Figure 4.28: Scatter plots of anomalies (detrended values with the seasonal cycle removed)
of WPP and SPP in Arviat in the reference period, except in the final panel in column 2,
where detrended values with the seasonal cycle retained are presented.
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Figure 4.29: Coe�cient of variation (CoV) of monthly mean WPP and monthly mean SPP,
and its changes (�CoV), for various combinations of wind and solar power capacity: A)
CoV in the reference period assuming equal capacity of wind and solar installed; B) absolute
change in CoV by 2070-2099 from A (the reference period); C) absolute di↵erence in CoV
from A, with only wind power installed; D) absolute di↵erence in CoV from A, when wind
capacity is twice that of solar; E) absolute di↵erence in CoV from A, only solar power
installed; F) absolute di↵erence in CoV from A, when solar capacity is twice that of wind.
Note di↵erent scale bars between panels in column 1 and panels in column 2. For maps of
absolute values, see Figure C.13.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

The objectives of this work were to use the large ensemble of the CanRCM4 regional cli-

mate model to assess current and future wind and solar energy potential, variability, and

covariability in the Canadian north, and to consider potential mechanisms of change.

Overall, robust increases in annual average wind power potential (WPP) are projected

(up to 30%) across the northernmost part of the study area by 2070-2099, with changes

most pronounced in cold seasons. Decreases in WPP are projected for southern areas. Solar

power potential (SPP) is projected to experience decreases across the study area in all

seasons except JAS, with robust changes emerging by as early as 2010-2039, and being most

prominent in AMJ. These results largely agree with other studies projecting WPP or wind

speed increases in the far north and decreases in southern Canada (e.g., Gernaat et al. 2021;

Jeong & Sushama 2019; Karnauskas et al. 2018; Mioduszewski et al. 2018) and decreases in

SPP or downwelling shortwave radiation across the domain (e.g., Crook et al. 2011; Huber

et al. 2016; Wild et al. 2015a; Zou et al. 2019).

Inter-annual variability (IAV) and inter-daily variability (IDV) are inversely related to

power stability, and are generally greater for SPP than WPP. For WPP, southern increases

and northern decreases are seen for both IAV and IDV. IDV trends are due to changes that

tend to dampen (heighten) the seasonal cycle of WPP in the north (south). For solar power

potential, IAV and IDV are projected to increase across the domain over the 21st century,

such that the greatest changes have a strong connection over the northern ocean to periods

of sea ice transition. For the focal communities, WPP stability is projected to increase, while

SPP stability is projected to decrease.

Monthly mean WPP and SPP are negatively correlated, with approximately oppositely-

phased seasonal cycles. Combined wind/solar installations are therefore shown to reduce

sub-annual variability relative to individual installations of either wind or solar. Combined

power generation may stabilize power supplies over the course of the year, with increasing
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stability in most of the Canadian high latitudes into the 21st century.

Drivers of change in WPP and SPP are complex, but changes in sea ice across the 21st

century will play an important role for bothWPP and SPP. Over the northern ocean regions,

increases in WPP are weakly correlated with sea ice loss and associated reduced roughness

lengths, while the influence of decreased atmospheric stability in cool-season sea ice loss

is not apparent. Increases (decreases) in storminess (as defined in this study) play a role

in northern-coastal (southern-interior) changes, but changes in synoptic storm activity are

di�cult to distinguish from shifts in wind speed distribution. CanESM2/CanRCM4 underes-

timates SIC relative to historical observations (Kushner et al. 2018). Moreover, CanRCM4

simulates larger future surface air temperature change compared to other NA-CORDEX

RCMs (Bukovsky & Mearns 2020). Therefore, it is likely that robust, substantial changes in

the far north are apparent earlier in CanRCM4 than other models.

Decreases in SPP can be attributed to projected DSR reductions over the 21st century.

DSR changes are strongly associated with changes in cloud characteristics (optical depth,

indicated through large increases in column condensed water content) over all areas. Large

projected increases in atmospheric column water vapour may also be linked with decreases in

overall DSR. While prescribed anthropogenic aerosol loading is expected to decrease in most

future scenarios, prognostic aerosols may increase in the study area (e.g., increased sea salt

loading due to sea ice loss). Aerosol contributions were not investigated here because AOD is

not a standard output field from CanRCM4. Inclusion of AOD and clear-sky DSR in future

RCM output would improve investigations into mechanisms of SPP change. Alternatively,

examining aerosol output fields from the driving model, CanESM2, may clarify the relative

contribution of changing AOD over the 21st century. The cloud area fraction response

(decreases) in CanRCM4 over areas of declining sea ice also merits further study. The trend

opposes the expected relationship given projected DSR decreases, and the results of many

other studies. Assessment of changes in variability of cloud fraction over time may also be

useful, and potentially linked to increasing SPP variability.

Other factors not directly assessed in this study likely play a role in WPP and SPP vari-

ability and change, including changing large scale circulation patterns and ocean-atmosphere

oscillations. While the impacts of these factors are indirectly felt through storminess and sea

ice measures, this could be investigated in future work. Further, our measure of storminess

does not allow for changes in cyclonic storm activity to be distinguished from shifts in wind

speed distributions. An interesting direction of future research would be the use of alternate

measures of synoptic activity (e.g., mean sea level pressure or lower-tropospheric vorticity)

to better understand contributions of changes in storm properties.

The decision to use 3-hr model output for estimates of wind and solar power resources in

this study increases precision relative to daily or monthly means (Karnauskas et al. 2018).
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However, climate models contain biases in their estimates of absolute wind and solar re-

sources (e.g., Wild et al. 2015b), and so are possibly most useful in assessments of variability

and change. With this in mind, future work may benefit from a simplification of our methods.

Using monthly means and/or exclusion of the Monin-Obukhov Stability Theory in extrapola-

tion of wind speeds would substantially reduce required computing resources, while retaining

reliable information about projected change and climate variability. Alternatively, inclusion

of hub height wind speeds (e.g., 100 m) in future model output would be valuable for as-

sessments of WPP variability and change, and would negate the need for trade-o↵s between

computing time and accuracy.

Using the CanRCM4 large ensemble has allowed for partitioning and characterization of

internal climate variability and projected forced change. As a regional climate model, Can-

RCM4 also provides better representation of geographical features and associated influences

on atmospheric processes than ESM ensembles. However, use of a single model has increased

the potential for uncertainty associated with model bias, which becomes increasingly impor-

tant over internal variability at longer timescales (Hawkins & Sutton 2009). The notable

sea ice bias in CanRCM4/CanESM2 will certainly impact projected times of emergence in

the present study, resulting in an early-emergence bias for features associated with sea ice

loss. Future work could consider using the NA-CORDEX multi-model ensemble of RCMs

to study wind and solar power in the Canadian north, similar to the work of Chen (2020,

2021) for the USA. However, consideration should first be given to more detailed treatment

of aerosols in these RCMs, which has marked impacts on DSR projections (Chen 2021).

Overall, northern regions of Canada and our focal communities show high potential for

renewable energy generation across the 21st century, particularly for wind energy. Projected

increases to wind power resources and wind power stability in the focal communities could

enhance the cost-savings and emissions reductions predicted based on current climate assess-

ments (Das & Canizares 2016b). Despite projected decreases to SPP, our results suggest that

combined wind-solar installations will produce more stable annual power supplies relative to

solely wind or solar power, both now and in the future. With ever improving technologies

and declining costs, the viability of renewable power in the north is likely to become even

more certain in coming years.
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Appendix A: Summary of previous research
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Table A.1: Summary of previous studies of projected 21st century change in near-surface wind speed (SWS) or wind power potential
(WPP) in the study area. Use of Regional Climate Models (RCM) or Earth System Models (ESM) is indicated, as well as the
reference period (ref. period) and projection period (proj. period) of stated results, if relevant. Geographical scope is listed in the
table, but summarized relevant projections are generally specific to the study area.

Study Scenarioa Scope SWS/
WPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Chen (2020) RCP8.5 Contiguous
US and
southern
Canada

SWS
and
WPP

RCM 12 NA-
CORDEX
models

1971-
2000

2071-
2100

MME mean predicts SWS change be-
tween -10% and 10%, and wind power
density changes of between -20% and
20%, with decreases over the East
Coast, western Canada and the USA,
and increases over northern Ontario,
Quebec, and Labrador. Northern in-
creases are driven by DJF, MAM, and
SON increases and o↵set by JJA de-
creases, although only DJF and JJA see
high agreement between models in this
region.

Daines et al.
(2016)

SRES A2 Western
Canada

SWS
and
WPP

RCM CRCM
driven by
2 ESMs
(ECHAM5,
CGCM)

2031-
2060

1971-
2000

ECHAM5-driven model: Modest de-
creases or no change in SWS and
WPD. CGCM-driven model: Modest
increases in SWS, large increases in
WPD.

continued . . .
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Table A.1 continued.

Study Scenarioa Scope SWS/
WPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Gernaat et
al. (2021)

RCP6.0 Global SWS
and
WPP
(tech-
nical
potential)b

ESM 4
ISIMIP2b
models

1970-
2000

2070-
2100

Non-significant decreases in SWS, from
0-5% for much of Canada, with in-
creases only in the northern parts of the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago (again
excluding Ba�n Island) and the Arc-
tic Ocean. This change corresponds
to non-significant projected decreases
of about 0-10% in wind power poten-
tial, with greatest decreases projected
for Nunavut, northern Quebec, and
Labrador.

Jeong &
Sushama
(2019)

RCP4.5,
RCP 8.5

North
America

SWS RCM Limited
area GEM
model
driven by
CanESM2,
MPI-ESM

1981-
2010

2071-
2100

RCP8.5: Mean wind speed increases
up to 0.5 m/s in northern Canada for
both driving ESMs. Decreases in sum-
mer (JJA) mean wind speeds for most
of North America, excluding northern
Canada.

Jung &
Schindler
(2019)

RCP8.5 Global SWS ESM 12 CMIP5
ESMs

2006-
2019

2073-
2099

Increases (<0.4 m/s) in mean wind
speed for Hudson Bay and the north-
ern part of the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago, with some decreases in
Eastern Canada, Ba�n Island and
southern Alberta and BC.

continued . . .
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Table A.1 continued.

Study Scenarioa Scope SWS/
WPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Karnauskas
et al. (2018)

RCP4.5,
RCP8.5

Global WPP ESM 10 CMIP5
models

1980-
2005

2080-
2100

RCP8.5: Decrease in annual mean
wind power by the end of the cen-
tury over the central USA and East-
ern Canada. Most of mainland Canada
is projected to experience non-robust
changes to annual mean power; in-
creases are projected only for parts of
the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, with
the exception of Ba�n Island.

McInnes et
al. (2011)

SRES
A1B

Global SWS ESM 19 CMIP3
models

1981-
2000

2081-
2100

Increases in mean (>10%) and 99th
percentile annual and DJF wind
speeds in a northwest-to-southeast
band across central and northern
Canada.

Mioduszewski
et al. (2018)

RCP8.5 Arctic
(north of
50°N)

SWS ESM CESM-LE 1971-
2000

2071-
2100

Increases for northern marine and
coastal areas and far northern inte-
rior regions, especially those adjacent
to Hudson Bay and parts of Nunavut.
Arctic domain increases of up to 3 m/s
projected.

Qian &
Zhang
(2021)

CP8.5 Part of
Canadian
Arctic
Archipelago

WPP ESM 7 mod-
els from
CMIP6

1980-
2014

2076-
2100

RCP8.5: Wind energy density will in-
crease in the region North of 72�N, but
largely decrease to the south, with im-
pacts as great as 30%.

continued . . .
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Table A.1 continued.

Study Scenarioa Scope SWS/
WPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Redilla
et al. (2019)

RCP8.5 Alaska,
station-
based

SWS RCM WRF
driven
by CM3,
CCSM4

1980-
2014

2065-
2099

More significant wind speed changes for
one driving ESM than the other, but
both showed similar trends and season-
ality in projected changes: increases
in cold season wind speeds, and de-
creases in warm season wind speeds,
with increases more common in north-
western and coastal locations, and de-
creases more common in southern and
inland locations.

Yao et al.
(2012)

SRES A2,
SRES B2

Ontario SWS RCM PRECIS
driven by
HadAM3P

1961-
1990

2071-
2100

SRES-A2: Mean wind speed decreases
in southern Ontario of up to 5%, and
increases of >5% for coastal areas o↵
James and Hudson Bay.

a Comparing global temperature change and anthropogenic forcings between RCP and SRES scenarios, SRES A1FI is comparable to RCP 8.5, SRES
A1B to RCP 6.0, and SRES B1 to RCP 4.5. SRES A2 falls between RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, but RCP8.5 was based on SRES A2 (Van Vuuren et al.
2011).

b Technical potential accounts for land-use and system performance constraints. ISIMIP2b includes land-use change related to agricultural management
(Frieler et al. 2017).
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Table A.2: Summary of previous studies of projected 21st century change in surface downwelling solar radiation (DSR) or solar
power potential (SPP) in the study area. Use of Regional Climate Models (RCM) or Earth System Models (ESM) is indicated, as
well as the reference period (ref. period) and projection period (proj. period) of stated results, if relevant. Geographical scope is
listed in the table, but summarized relevant projections are generally specific to the study area.

Study Scenarioa Scope DSR/
SPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Crook et al.
(2011)

SRES
A1B

Global SPP ESM HadGEM1
and
HadCM3
(CMIP3)

Decreases of about 10% in PV output
in high latitude regions from 2010 to
2080, including northern Canada.

Feron et al.
(2021)

RCP4.5 Global SPP ESM 7 CMIP5
models

1961-
1990

2036-
2065

Decreases in MME mean of about 5%
in PV potential in northern Canada,
which largely coincides with increases
in cloud fraction and decrease in aerosol
optical depth in this region.

Gernaat et
al. (2021)

RCP6.0 Global DSR,
SPP
tech.
pot.b

ESM 4
ISIMIP2b
models

1971-
2000

2071-
2100

Significant decreases in solar irradiance
over Arctic Canada (mainly the Cana-
dian Arctic Archipelago), with mod-
erate increases in southern regions of
Canada. This corresponds to signifi-
cant decreases in PV and concentrated
solar power technical potential in these
northern regions, and non-significant
changes elsewhere.

continued . . .
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Table A.2 continued.

Study Scenarioa Scope DSR/
SPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Haywood et
al. (2011)

RCP8.5 Global DSR ESM HadGEM2-
ES

2000 2090 Large decreases in cloud-free DSR, with
a global average of approximately 5.7
W/m2, attributed largely to increases
in atmospheric water vapour, which is
o↵set by decreases in aerosols. Trends
in all-sky DSR over most areas are min-
imal, as decreases in cloud cover o↵set
the cloud-free DSR dimming.

Huber et al.
(2016)

SRES
A1B

Global DSR ESM E39C-
A and
ECHAM5-
HAM

1995-
1999

2035-
2039

Decreases in northern Canada averag-
ing almost 5 W/m2 (about 2%), coin-
ciding with increasing cloud cover over
most of the region, as well as increases
(decreases) in aerosol optical depth
over northern (southern) Canada.

Remund
& Müller
(2010)

SRES A2 Global DSR ESM 18 models 1961-
1990

2080-
2099

Small decreases in DSR over most of
globe, with some regions of brightening
(e.g., Mediterranean).

continued . . .
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Table A.2 continued.

Study Scenarioa Scope DSR/
SPP

RCM/
ESM

Model(s) Ref.
period

Proj.
period

Relevant projections

Wild et al.
(2015a)

RCP8.5 Global DSR
and
SPP

ESM 39 CMIP5
models

2006-
2015

Trends
until
2050

Dimming in most parts of the globe,
corresponding to significant negative
trends in estimated PV power output
in northern Canada, with little or no
change in southern Canada. The multi-
model median projects significant in-
creases in cloud cover over polar areas
and some parts of northern Canada,
associated with significant decreasing
trends in all-sky radiation over much of
Canada. Clear-sky radiation changes
are much smaller, close to zero or
slightly negative across the globe.

Zou et al.
(2019)

RCP8.5 Global SPP ESM 36 CMIP5
models

Worldwide average decrease of 0.67
kWh/m2/year during 2006 to 2100.
Stronger decreasing trends found in
high latitudes, including most of north-
ern Canada, coinciding with increases
in cloud cover in these regions.

a Comparing global temperature change and anthropogenic forcings between RCP and SRES scenarios, SRES A1FI is comparable to RCP 8.5, SRES
A1B to RCP 6.0, and SRES B1 to RCP 4.5. SRES A2 falls between RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, but RCP8.5 was based on SRES A2 (Van Vuuren et al.
2011).

b Technical potential accounts for land-use and system performance constraints. ISIMIP2b includes land-use change related to agricultural management
(Frieler et al. 2017).
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Appendix B: Determining friction
velocity and roughness length from
CanRCM4 output

Instantaneous roughness length (z0) and friction velocity (u⇤) are not available as part of Can-
RCM4 output. Friction velocity can be calculated using eastward and northward downward
wind stress (⌧0), which is only available on a 6-hourly basis, unlike most other parameters
(1- or 3-hourly). Wind stress is related to u⇤ by:

u⇤ =(⌧0/⇢)
1/2 (B.1)

One of these two unknown parameters (friction velocity or roughness length) can be cal-
culated at a 3-hourly basis from Equations 3.2 and 3.11, if the other parameter is known.
Three methods of determining these two parameters were explored:

1. Assuming a temporally static roughness length, calculate friction velocity from 6-hourly
wind stress using Equation (B.1), up-sample friction velocity to 3-hourly. Hereafter,
the friction velocity calculated from CanRCM4 wind stress output will be referred to
as u⇤,RCM .

2. Assuming a temporally static roughness length, calculate friction velocity from Equa-
tion (3.2) at each time step using the iterative function scipy.optimize.fsolve from
Scipy 1.5.1 in Python 3.8.3. The fsolve function returns roots of equations defined by
f(x) = 0, and was given the starting estimate u⇤,RCM . Hereafter, the friction velocity
determined via this method will be referred to as u⇤,sol.

3. Adjust Method 1 by solving for roughness length (hereafter z0,sol) at each time step
using Equation (3.2) and u⇤,RCM . This temporally varying z0 can be interpreted as a
correction factor reflecting the complex physical processes which are not reproducible
due to averaging in model output.

Method 1 has the advantage of being substantially less computationally intensive than
Method 2. However, Method 2 provides a more accurate estimate of u⇤, as model output is
available at 3-hr versus 6-hr timescales, and should theoretically result in a value of v10,u⇤,sol
identical to model output near-surface winds (v10,model). However, Method 2 it is not solvable
at all time points (i.e., no real roots are found). In the period of 1970 to 1999, a solution was
found 86 to 95% of the time for the communities of focus. Where no solution is found, u⇤,sol
is set to u⇤,RCM . However, wind stress based u⇤,RCM and solved u⇤,sol di↵er substantially,
as shown in Figure B.1, resulting in large di↵erences in estimated 10 m wind speeds and
v10,model.

Method 3 is less computationally intensive and, as with Method 2, should also result in
identical calculations of 10 m wind speeds (v10,z0,sol) and v10,model. However, z0,sol estimates
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were widely distributed, to be expected given the inconsistencies between u⇤,RCM and u⇤,sol
(Figure B.1). A realistic z0,sol parameter (< 10 m) was found almost 99% of the time. In the
approximately 1% of cases in which a physically unrealistic z0,sol was found (i.e. z0 >10 m),
z0,sol was calculated using linear interpolation. It is worth noting that locations with larger
average z0,sol have on average a lower proportion of u⇤,sol found.

To assess Methods 1 to 3, u⇤,RCM , u⇤,sol and z0,sol were input into Equation (3.2), as appro-
priate, to calculate 10 m wind speeds (v10,u⇤,RCM , v10,u⇤,sol, v10,z0,sol, respectively). Figure B.2
(column 1) shows overlaid histograms of calculated and model output 10 m winds for the focal
communities, demonstrating substantial variation in the distribution of v10. Median v10,model

was significantly di↵erent from v10,other for all Methods and locations (p <0.01, df=98), how-
ever, the median di↵erence is typically, although not always, greatest for v10,u⇤,RCM and
considerably lower for v10,z0,sol (Table B.1). Method 3 showed minimum error, with the
di↵erence in means least among the three Methods by a factor of at least 10.

A test case of extrapolated wind speed to 35 and 50 m hub heights was completed for
the three methods. The considerable di↵erences are carried forward to the 35 and 50 m
heights, as can be discerned in Figure B.2 (columns 2 and 3). However, in cases where vu⇤,sol
is found there is great consistency between hub height vu⇤,sol and vz0,sol for most locations.
Histograms of filtered 50 m wind speeds demonstrate very high agreement between the two
methods for all locations except Iqaluit and Iqaluit Coastal Location (Figure B.4). Looking
at the box plots in Figure B.5, it is evident that these locations with high discrepancy in
wind speeds aloft also have the largest and most variable results for z0,sol, related to larger
di↵erences between u⇤,RCM and u⇤,sol (Figure B.1). In Iqaluit and Iqaluit Coastal Location
in 1970-1999, the mean of the absolute di↵erence between u⇤,RCM and u⇤,sol is ⇠0.15 m/s,
while the average for other locations ranges from 0.04 to 0.09 m/s. These large di↵erences
in u⇤,sol compared to u⇤,RCM will result in under- or over-estimation of vu⇤,sol winds aloft
compared to vz0,sol.

Two methods for reducing error in u⇤,RCM and u⇤,sol were explored:

a. Use e↵ective velocity (veff ) instead of v10,model when solving for u⇤ in Method 2. veff
takes into account the contributions of free convection and deep convection to gustiness,
and modifies wind speed by:

veff =
q

v2 + v
2
1 + v

2
2 (B.2)

where v1 = �w⇤ and v2 = log(1 + 6.69Pc � 0.47P 2
c ). Pc is convective precipitation in

cm/day, � is 0.55 and w⇤ is the free-convection velocity scale, given by:

w⇤ =
⇣
g

T
w0✓0szi

⌘1/3

(B.3)

where w0✓0s is the kinematic surface heat flux and zi is the boundary layer depth. zi

model output is only available on a 6-hr basis as a time point (not time mean).

b. Using displacement height, d, to account for impact of obstacles such as trees. And
modifying Equation (3.2) according to:

v(z) =
u⇤

k


ln

✓
z � d

z0

◆
� 

⇣
z

L

⌘�
(B.4)

In CanRCM4, displacement height is related to z0 by d = 7 ⇤ z0 (Verseghy 2009).
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Exploration of adjustments (a) and (b) above to had no appreciable di↵erence; there
remained considerable inconsistencies between u⇤,RCM and u⇤,sol and therefore v10,u⇤,RCM
and v10,u⇤,sol.

In summary, due to the ease of computing and consistency of 10 m wind speeds, Method
3 was selected. Overall, there is high agreement of vz0,sol near-surface winds with model
output. There is also high agreement between vu⇤,sol and vz0,sol winds aloft for most locations.
Expected discrepancies in these wind speeds occur when the di↵erence between u⇤,RCM and
u⇤,sol is large, which happens in some locations (e.g., Iqaluit and Iqaluit Coastal Location)
more than others. We conclude that error associated with the use of z0,sol in combination
with u⇤,RCM (Method 3) is lower than the other two methods considered. Potential errors
in the wind speeds aloft due to this method should not a↵ect study results, as the focus is
on quantifying variability in power production over time, and any errors will be consistently
applied.

Figure B.1: Two-dimensional histograms of u⇤,RCM versus u⇤,sol for all 50 realizations, 1970
to 1999. Information was filtered to include only those time points at which u⇤,sol was found.
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Figure B.2: Overlaid histograms of vu⇤,RCM (purple), vu⇤,sol (green), vz0,sol (black), and vmodel

(grey) at 10, 35, and 50 m heights (columns 1 to 3, respectively). vmodel is only available for
the 10 m height. Each row represents a di↵erent focal community, as indicated. Data from
all 50 realizations from 1970 to 1999. See Figure B.3 below for the remaining locations.
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Figure B.3: Figure B.2 continued.
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Table B.1: 50-realization mean of median 1970-1999 model output 10 m wind speed (column
2), as well as the mean di↵erence (v10,model minus v10,other) for the 3 methods (column 3 to
5). All values m/s; all di↵erences are significant (p <0.001, df=98).

Location Median v10,model �v10,z0,sol �v10,u⇤,sol �v10,u⇤,RCM

Arviat 6.119 0.000 0.001 -0.014

Baker Lake 5.803 0.000 0.001 -0.034

Iqaluit 4.811 0.000 0.219 0.909

Iqaluit Coastal Location 4.425 0.000 0.156 0.984

Rankin Inlet 5.701 0.000 0.002 0.111

Sachs Harbour 5.398 0.000 0.001 -0.012

Sanikiluaq 6.845 0.000 0.046 0.827

Umiujaq 5.333 0.000 0.004 0.187

Figure B.4: Overlaid histogram of v50,u⇤,RCM versus v50,z0,sol for all 50 realizations, 1970 to
1999. Information was filtered to include only those time points at which u⇤,sol was found.
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Figure B.5: Box plots of z0,sol for all 50 realizations, 1970-1999, after linear interpolation was
applied. Outliers have been excluded for clarity, but z0,sol ranges up to 10 m for all locations.
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Appendix C: Supplementary material

C.1 Wind power potential: Supplementary material

Table C.1: Inter-annual and inter-daily variability (as measured through coe�cient of vari-
ation WPPday, see Section 3.8) in the reference period (1970-1999) by the end of the 21st
century (2070-2099), showing the ensemble mean with the ensemble minimum and maximum
in brackets.

IAV 1970-1999 IAV 2070-2099 IDV 1970-1999 IDV 2070-2099

mean (min, max) mean (min, max) mean (min, max) mean (min, max)

Arviat 0.05 (0.03, 0.06) 0.05 (0.03, 0.07) 0.70 (0.69, 0.72) 0.67 (0.65, 0.68)

Baker Lake 0.06 (0.04, 0.07) 0.06 (0.04, 0.08) 0.72 (0.71, 0.74) 0.71 (0.69, 0.73)

Iqaluit 0.07 (0.05, 0.09) 0.06 (0.04, 0.09) 0.82 (0.80, 0.84) 0.76 (0.75, 0.78)

Iqaluit CL 0.07 (0.04, 0.09) 0.06 (0.04, 0.08) 0.83 (0.81, 0.84) 0.76 (0.75, 0.78)

Rankin Inlet 0.05 (0.04, 0.06) 0.05 (0.04, 0.07) 0.65 (0.63, 0.67) 0.631 (0.62, 0.65)

Sachs Harbour 0.08 (0.05, 0.11) 0.06 (0.05, 0.08) 0.82 (0.81, 0.84) 0.77 (0.75, 0.79)

Sanikiluaq 0.05 (0.04, 0.06) 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.64 (0.62, 0.65) 0.57 (0.55, 0.58)

Umiujaq 0.05 (0.04, 0.06) 0.05 (0.04, 0.06) 0.72 (0.71, 0.74) 0.67 (0.66, 0.69)
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Figure C.1: Ensemble mean change in daily wind power potential (WPPday; MWh) by 2070-
2099 from the reference period (1970-1999), by season. Individual plot colourbars display
the range of values for that plot, but colours are comparable between plots. Non-substantial
changes are masked with hatching.
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Figure C.2: Daily wind power potential inter-annual variability (column 1) and inter-daily
variability (column 2) for the reference period (1970-1999, row 1, dimensionless) and en-
semble mean change for the periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099 (rows 2 to 4,
dimensionless). Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot, scaled
so that colours are comparable between plots of IAV change (C, E, and G) and IDV change
(D, F, and H).
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Figure C.3: Correlation matrix for the variables: daily wind power (WPPday); monthly median surface layer stability (z/L);
absolute surface layer stability (|z/L|); air density (⇢); storminess (percentage of time classified as storm); roughness length (z0);
sea ice concentration (SIC); and near-surface wind speed (SWS). Land areas for SIC and z0 as well as non-significant (p>0.05)
correlations have been masked out with grey. Correlations are taken across all ensemble members using detrended, deseasonalized
1970-1999 monthly statistics at described in Table 4.2.
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Figure C.4: Mean surface layer stability (z/L) in the reference period (1970-1999, column 1)
and di↵erence by 2070-2099 as absolute (column 2) and percent (column 3) by season (rows
1-4) and annually (column 5). Non-robust changes are masked with stippling.
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Figure C.5: Mean storminess (percent of time classified as storm activity, A to D) in the
reference period (1970-1999) and absolute di↵erence in 2070-2099 from the reference period
(E to H). Non-robust changes are masked with stippling.
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C.2 Solar power potential: Supplementary material

Table C.2: Inter-annual and inter-daily variability (as measured through coe�cient of vari-
ation SPPday, see Section 3.8) in the reference period (1970-1999) by the end of the 21st
century (2070-2099), showing the ensemble mean with the ensemble minimum and maximum
in brackets.

IAV 1970-1999 IAV 2070-2099 IDV 1970-1999 IDV 2070-2099

mean (min, max) mean (min, max) mean (min, max) mean (min, max)

Arviat 0.03 (0.02, 0.05) 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.83 (0.82, 0.84) 0.86 (0.85, 0.87)

Baker Lake 0.03 (0.02, 0.05) 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.85 (0.84, 0.86) 0.88 (0.88, 0.89)

Iqaluit 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.05 (0.04, 0.07) 0.86 (0.85, 0.87) 0.90 (0.90, 0.91)

Iqaluit CL 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.05 (0.04, 0.07) 0.85 (0.84, 0.86) 0.88 (0.87, 0.89)

Rankin Inlet 0.03 (0.02, 0.04) 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.78 (0.78, 0.79) 0.80 (0.80, 0.81)

Sachs Harbour 0.05 (0.04, 0.07) 0.07 (0.05, 0.10) 1.06 (1.05, 1.07) 1.13 (1.12, 1.15)

Sanikiluaq 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.75 (0.74, 0.76) 0.82 (0.81, 0.83)

Umiujaq 0.04 (0.03, 0.05) 0.06 (0.04, 0.07) 0.81 (0.80, 0.82) 0.86 (0.84, 0.87)
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Figure C.6: Ensemble mean change in SPPday (MWh) in 2070-2099 from the reference period
(1970-1999), by season. Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot,
scaled so that colours are comparable between plots. Non-substantial changes are masked
with stippling.
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Figure C.7: Mean SPPday in the reference period (1970-1999; MWh, A to D) and ensemble
mean percent change (E to H) by 2070-2099, by season. Individual plot colourbars display
the range of values for that plot, scaled so that colours are comparable between plots for
reference period power production (A to D) and mean change (E to H). Non-robust changes
are masked with stippling.
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Figure C.8: Daily solar power potential inter-annual variability (column 1) and inter-daily
variability (column 2) for the reference period (1970-1999, row 1, dimensionless) and en-
semble mean change for the periods 2010-2039, 2040-2069, and 2070-2099 (rows 2 to 4,
dimensionless). Individual plot colourbars display the range of values for that plot, scaled
so that colours are comparable between plots of IAV change (C, E and G) and IDV change
(D, F and H).
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Figure C.9: Ensemble mean DSR by season in the reference period (1970-1999, A-D) and
percent di↵erence in 2070-2099 from the reference period (E-H). Non-robust changes are
masked with stippling.
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Figure C.10: Ensemble mean cloud area fraction (%, CLT) by season in the reference period
(1970-1999, A-D) and percent di↵erence (of % coverage) in 2070-2099 from the reference
period (E-H). Non-robust changes are masked with stippling.
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Figure C.11: Ensemble mean column liquid and ice water content (CLW) by season in the
reference period (1970-1999, A-D) and percent di↵erence in 2070-2099 from the reference
period (E-H). Non-robust changes are masked with stippling.
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Figure C.12: Ensemble mean column water vapour (CWV) by season in the reference period
(1970-1999, A-D) and percent di↵erence in 2070-2099 from the reference period (E-H). Non-
robust changes are masked with stippling.
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C.3 Covariability: Supplementary material

Table C.3: Correlations between monthly mean WPPday and monthly mean SPPday in the
reference period (1970-1999) for detrended values with seasonal cycle removed. ‘Annual
(seas)’ indicates detrended values maintaining seasonal cycle. Non-significant correlations
(p>0.05) have been italicized.

AMJ JAS JFM OND Annual Annual (seas)

Iqaluit -0.08 -0.31 -0.33 -0.18 -0.17 -0.10

Sachs Harbour -0.18 -0.28 -0.22 -0.01 -0.16 -0.42

Arviat -0.10 -0.00 -0.15 0.10 -0.05 -0.22

Baker Lake -0.15 -0.18 -0.18 0.00 -0.12 -0.17

Rankin Inlet -0.11 0.06 -0.05 0.21 -0.01 -0.43

Umiujaq -0.37 -0.38 -0.40 -0.34 -0.32 -0.45

Sanikiluaq -0.23 -0.09 -0.32 0.03 -0.15 -0.51

Iqaluit Coastal Location -0.09 -0.15 -0.28 -0.11 -0.12 -0.18
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Figure C.13: Coe�cient of variation (CoV, dimensionless) of monthly mean WPPand
monthly mean SPP, for various combinations of wind and solar power capacity: A) equal ca-
pacity of wind and solar installed (1970-1999); B) equal capacity of wind and solar installed
(2070-2099); C) only wind power installed (1970-1999); D) when wind installed capacity is
twice that of solar (1970-1999); E) only solar power installed (1970-1999); F) when solar
installed capacity is twice that of wind (1970-1999).
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Appendix D: Community-specific
results

D.1 Wind power potential
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Figure D.1: Mean WPPday projections for Arviat by season and annually from 1970 to 2100,
showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th to 95th
percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.2: Mean WPPday projections for Baker Lake by season and annually from 1970 to
2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.3: Mean WPPday projections for Iqaluit (Coastal Location) by season and annu-
ally from 1970 to 2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark
shading), and 5th to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.4: Mean WPPday projections for Sachs Harbour by season and annually from 1970
to 2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.5: Mean WPPday projections for Sanikiluaq by season and annually from 1970 to
2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.6: Mean WPPday projections for Umiujaq by season and annually from 1970 to
2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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D.2 Solar power potential

Figure D.7: Mean SPPday projections for Arviat by season and annually from 1970 to 2100,
showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th to 95th
percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.8: Mean SPPday projections for Baker Lake by season and annually from 1970 to
2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.9: Mean SPPday projections for Iqaluit (Coastal Location) by season and annu-
ally from 1970 to 2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark
shading), and 5th to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.10: Mean SPPday projections for Sachs Harbour by season and annually from 1970
to 2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.11: Mean SPPday projections for Sanikiluaq by season and annually from 1970 to
2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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Figure D.12: Mean SPPday projections for Umiujaq by season and annually from 1970 to
2100, showing the ensemble mean (dark line), standard deviation (dark shading), and 5th
to 95th percentiles (light shading).
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